Video - Kaltura
Option

Description

Default

Kaltura video
management

Integration with the Kaltura video management
platform

Disabled

Plugin Kaltura Video

Display a video created through the Kaltura feature

Enabled

Kaltura Video

Display a series of attached Kaltura videos.

Disabled

Kaltura service URL

for example, https://www.kaltura.com/

https://www.kaltura.com/

Partner ID

Kaltura Partner ID

None

Admin secret

Kaltura partner-setting admin secret.

None

User secret

Kaltura partner-setting user secret.

None

Kaltura video player ID

Kaltura Dynamic Player (KDP) user interface
conﬁguration ID

None
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| Horizontal player w/multiple playlists | Player with no share button |
Player with custom watermark

Kaltura video player ID
(in entry edit mode)

Kaltura Dynamic Player (KDP) user interface
conﬁguration ID for use when editing. You can use a
player which also has an option to select a frame as
video thumbnail

None
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Player with custom watermark

KCW UI conﬁguration ID

Kaltura Conﬁguration Wizard (KCW) user interface
conﬁguration ID

None

Show remixes from old
versions of Kaltura

Show remixes from old versions of Kaltura (remixing is
no longer supported)

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Kaltura video
management

Integration with the Kaltura video management
platform

Disabled

Plugin Kaltura Video

Display a video created through the Kaltura feature

Enabled

Kaltura Video

Display a series of attached Kaltura videos.

Disabled

Kaltura service URL

for example, https://www.kaltura.com/

https://www.kaltura.com/

Option

Description

Default

Partner ID

Kaltura Partner ID

None

Admin secret

Kaltura partner-setting admin secret.

None

User secret

Kaltura partner-setting user secret.

None

Kaltura video player ID

Kaltura Dynamic Player (KDP) user interface
conﬁguration ID

None
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Kaltura video player ID
(in entry edit mode)

Kaltura Dynamic Player (KDP) user interface
conﬁguration ID for use when editing. You can use a
player which also has an option to select a frame as
video thumbnail

None
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| Horizontal player w/multiple playlists | Player with no share button |
Player with custom watermark

KCW UI conﬁguration ID

Kaltura Conﬁguration Wizard (KCW) user interface
conﬁguration ID

None

Show remixes from old
versions of Kaltura

Show remixes from old versions of Kaltura (remixing is
no longer supported)

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Kaltura video
management

Integration with the Kaltura video management
platform

Disabled

Plugin Kaltura Video

Display a video created through the Kaltura feature

Enabled

Kaltura Video

Display a series of attached Kaltura videos.

Disabled

Kaltura service URL

for example, https://www.kaltura.com/

https://www.kaltura.com/

Partner ID

Kaltura Partner ID

None

Admin secret

Kaltura partner-setting admin secret.

None

User secret

Kaltura partner-setting user secret.

None

Kaltura video player ID

Kaltura Dynamic Player (KDP) user interface
conﬁguration ID

None
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| Horizontal player w/multiple playlists | Player with no share button |
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Option

Description

Default

Kaltura video player ID
(in entry edit mode)

Kaltura Dynamic Player (KDP) user interface
conﬁguration ID for use when editing. You can use a
player which also has an option to select a frame as
video thumbnail

None

 Playlist Horizontal | New Player Test | With Selection of Thumbnail
| Horizontal player w/multiple playlists | Player with no share button |
Player with custom watermark

KCW UI conﬁguration ID

Kaltura Conﬁguration Wizard (KCW) user interface
conﬁguration ID

None

Show remixes from old
versions of Kaltura

Show remixes from old versions of Kaltura (remixing is
no longer supported)

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Kaltura video
management

Integration with the Kaltura video management
platform

Disabled

Plugin Kaltura Video

Display a video created through the Kaltura feature

Enabled

Kaltura Video

Display a series of attached Kaltura videos.

Disabled

Kaltura service URL

for example, https://www.kaltura.com/

https://www.kaltura.com/

Partner ID

Kaltura Partner ID

None

Admin secret

Kaltura partner-setting admin secret.

None

User secret

Kaltura partner-setting user secret.

None

Kaltura video player ID

Kaltura Dynamic Player (KDP) user interface
conﬁguration ID

None
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Kaltura video player ID
(in entry edit mode)

Kaltura Dynamic Player (KDP) user interface
conﬁguration ID for use when editing. You can use a
player which also has an option to select a frame as
video thumbnail

None
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| Horizontal player w/multiple playlists | Player with no share button |
Player with custom watermark

KCW UI conﬁguration ID

Kaltura Conﬁguration Wizard (KCW) user interface
conﬁguration ID

None

Option

Description

Default

Show remixes from old
versions of Kaltura

Show remixes from old versions of Kaltura (remixing is
no longer supported)

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Kaltura video
management

Integration with the Kaltura video management
platform

Disabled

Plugin Kaltura Video

Display a video created through the Kaltura feature

Enabled

Kaltura Video

Display a series of attached Kaltura videos.

Disabled

Kaltura service URL

for example, https://www.kaltura.com/

https://www.kaltura.com/

Partner ID

Kaltura Partner ID

None

Admin secret

Kaltura partner-setting admin secret.

None

User secret

Kaltura partner-setting user secret.

None

Kaltura video player ID

Kaltura Dynamic Player (KDP) user interface
conﬁguration ID

None
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Kaltura video player ID
(in entry edit mode)

Kaltura Dynamic Player (KDP) user interface
conﬁguration ID for use when editing. You can use a
player which also has an option to select a frame as
video thumbnail

None

 Playlist Horizontal | New Player Test | With Selection of Thumbnail
| Horizontal player w/multiple playlists | Player with no share button |
Player with custom watermark

KCW UI conﬁguration ID

Kaltura Conﬁguration Wizard (KCW) user interface
conﬁguration ID

None

Show remixes from old
versions of Kaltura

Show remixes from old versions of Kaltura (remixing is
no longer supported)

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Kaltura video
management

Integration with the Kaltura video management
platform

Disabled

Plugin Kaltura Video

Display a video created through the Kaltura feature

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Kaltura Video

Display a series of attached Kaltura videos.

Disabled

Kaltura service URL

for example, https://www.kaltura.com/

https://www.kaltura.com/

Partner ID

Kaltura Partner ID

None

Admin secret

Kaltura partner-setting admin secret.

None

User secret

Kaltura partner-setting user secret.

None

Kaltura video player ID

Kaltura Dynamic Player (KDP) user interface
conﬁguration ID

None
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| Horizontal player w/multiple playlists | Player with no share button |
Player with custom watermark

Kaltura video player ID
(in entry edit mode)

Kaltura Dynamic Player (KDP) user interface
conﬁguration ID for use when editing. You can use a
player which also has an option to select a frame as
video thumbnail

None

 Playlist Horizontal | New Player Test | With Selection of Thumbnail
| Horizontal player w/multiple playlists | Player with no share button |
Player with custom watermark

Show remixes from old
versions of Kaltura

Show remixes from old versions of Kaltura (remixing is
no longer supported)

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Kaltura video
management

Integration with the Kaltura video management
platform

Disabled

Plugin Kaltura Video

Display a video created through the Kaltura feature

Enabled

Kaltura Video

Display a series of attached Kaltura videos.

Disabled

Kaltura service URL

for example, https://www.kaltura.com/

https://www.kaltura.com/

Partner ID

Kaltura Partner ID

None

Admin secret

Kaltura partner-setting admin secret.

None

User secret

Kaltura partner-setting user secret.

None

Kaltura video player ID

Kaltura Dynamic Player (KDP) user interface
conﬁguration ID

None
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Option

Description

Default

Kaltura video player ID
(in entry edit mode)

Kaltura Dynamic Player (KDP) user interface
conﬁguration ID for use when editing. You can use a
player which also has an option to select a frame as
video thumbnail

None

 Playlist Horizontal | New Player Test | With Selection of Thumbnail
| Horizontal player w/multiple playlists | Player with no share button |
Player with custom watermark

Show remixes from old
versions of Kaltura

Show remixes from old versions of Kaltura (remixing is
no longer supported)

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Kaltura video
management

Integration with the Kaltura video management
platform

Disabled

Plugin Kaltura Video

Display a video created through the Kaltura feature

Enabled

Kaltura Video

Displays a series of attached Kaltura videos.

Disabled

Kaltura service URL

for example, https://www.kaltura.com/

https://www.kaltura.com/

Partner ID

Kaltura Partner ID

None

Admin secret

Kaltura partner-setting admin secret.

None

User secret

Kaltura partner-setting user secret.

None

Kaltura video player ID

Kaltura Dynamic Player (KDP) user interface
conﬁguration ID

None

 Playlist Horizontal | New Player Test | With Selection of Thumbnail
| Horizontal player w/multiple playlists | Player with no share button |
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Kaltura video player ID
(in entry edit mode)

Kaltura Dynamic Player (KDP) user interface
conﬁguration ID for use when editing. You can use a
player which also has an option to select a frame as
video thumbnail

None

 Playlist Horizontal | New Player Test | With Selection of Thumbnail
| Horizontal player w/multiple playlists | Player with no share button |
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Show remixes from old
versions of Kaltura

Show remixes from old versions of Kaltura (remixing is
no longer supported)

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Kaltura Video
Management

Integration with the Kaltura video management
platform

Disabled

Plugin Kaltura Video

Display a video created through the Kaltura feature

Enabled

Kaltura Video

Displays a series of attached Kaltura videos.

Disabled

Kaltura Service URL

for example, https://www.kaltura.com/

https://www.kaltura.com/

Partner ID

Kaltura Partner ID

None

Admin secret

Kaltura partner-setting admin secret.

None

User secret

Kaltura partner-setting user secret.

None

Kaltura Video Player ID

Kaltura Dynamic Player (KDP) user interface
conﬁguration ID

None

Kaltura Video Player ID
(in entry edit mode)

Kaltura Dynamic Player (KDP) user interface
conﬁguration ID for use when editing. You can use a
player which also has an option to select a frame as
video thumbnail

None

Show remixes from old
versions of Kaltura

Show remixes from old versions of Kaltura (remixing is
no longer supported)

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Kaltura Video
Management

Integration with the Kaltura video management
platform

Disabled

Plugin Kaltura Video

Display a video created through the Kaltura feature

Enabled

Kaltura Video

Displays a series of attached Kaltura videos.

Disabled

Kaltura Service URL

for example, https://www.kaltura.com/

https://www.kaltura.com/

Partner ID

Kaltura Partner ID

None

Admin secret

Kaltura partner-setting admin secret.

None

User secret

Kaltura partner-setting user secret.

None

Kaltura Video Player ID

Kaltura Dynamic Player (KDP) user interface
conﬁguration ID

None

Option

Description

Default

Kaltura Video Player ID
(in entry edit mode)

Kaltura Dynamic Player (KDP) user interface
conﬁguration ID for use when editing. You can use a
player which also has an option to select a frame as
video thumbnail

None

Show remixes from old
versions of Kaltura

Show remixes from old versions of Kaltura (remixing is
no longer supported)

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Kaltura Video
Management

Integration to the Kaltura video management platform

Disabled

Plugin Kaltura Video

Display a video created through the Kaltura feature

Enabled

Kaltura Video

Displays a series of attached kaltura videos.

Disabled

Kaltura Service URL

e.g. https://www.kaltura.com/

https://www.kaltura.com/

Partner ID

Kaltura Partner ID

None

Admin secret

Kaltura partner setting admin secret.

None

User secret

Kaltura partner setting user secret.

None

Kaltura Video Player ID

Kaltura Dynamic Player (KDP) user interface
conﬁguration ID

None

Kaltura Video Player ID
(in entry edit mode)

Kaltura Dynamic Player (KDP) user interface
conﬁguration ID for use when editing. You can use a
player which also has an option to select a frame as
video thumbnail

None

Show remixes from old
versions of Kaltura

Show remixes from old versions of Kaltura (remixing
is no longer supported)

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Kaltura Video
Management

Integration to the Kaltura video management platform

Disabled

Plugin Kaltura Video

Display a video created through the Kaltura feature

Enabled

Kaltura Video

Displays a series of attached kaltura videos.

Disabled

Kaltura Service URL

e.g. https://www.kaltura.com/

https://www.kaltura.com/

Option

Description

Default

Partner ID

Kaltura Partner ID

None

Admin secret

Kaltura partner setting admin secret.

None

User secret

Kaltura partner setting user secret.

None

Kaltura Video Player ID

Kaltura Dynamic Player (KDP) user interface
conﬁguration ID

None

Kaltura Video Player ID
(in entry edit mode)

Kaltura Dynamic Player (KDP) user interface
conﬁguration ID for use when editing. You can use a
player which also has an option to select a frame as
video thumbnail

None

Show remixes from old
versions of Kaltura

Show remixes from old versions of Kaltura (remixing
is no longer supported)

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Kaltura Video
Management

Integration to the Kaltura video management platform

Disabled

Plugin Kaltura Video

Display a video created through the Kaltura feature

Enabled

Kaltura Video

Displays a series of attached kaltura videos.

Disabled

Kaltura Service URL

e.g. https://www.kaltura.com/

https://www.kaltura.com/

Partner ID

Kaltura Partner ID

None

Admin secret

Kaltura partner setting admin secret.

None

User secret

Kaltura partner setting user secret.

None

Kaltura Video Player ID

Kaltura Dynamic Player (KDP) user interface
conﬁguration ID

None

Kaltura Video Player ID
(in entry edit mode)

Kaltura Dynamic Player (KDP) user interface
conﬁguration ID for use when editing. You can use a
player which also has an option to select a frame as
video thumbnail

None

Show remixes from old
versions of Kaltura

Show remixes from old versions of Kaltura (remixing
is no longer supported)

Disabled

Web Services
Option

Description

Default

Web services

Can receive web services via JSON or YAML.

Disabled

Default cache

Cache time in seconds to use if the webservice does not supply "max-age" or
"no-cache" in the response.

300 seconds

Option

Description

Default

Web services

Can receive web services via JSON or YAML.

Disabled

Default cache

Cache time in seconds to use if the webservice does not supply "max-age" or
"no-cache" in the response.

300 seconds

Option

Description

Default

Web services

Can receive web services via JSON or YAML.

Disabled

Default cache

Cache time in seconds to use if the webservice does not supply "max-age" or
"no-cache" in the response.

300 seconds

Option

Description

Default

Web services

Can receive web services via JSON or YAML.

Disabled

Default cache

Cache time in seconds to use if the webservice does not supply "max-age" or
"no-cache" in the response.

300 seconds

Option

Description

Default

Web services

Can receive web services via JSON or YAML.

Disabled

Default cache

Cache time in seconds to use if the webservice does not supply "max-age" or
"no-cache" in the response.

300 seconds

Option

Description

Default

Web services

Can receive web services via JSON or YAML.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Default cache

Cache time in seconds to use if the webservice does not supply "max-age" or
"no-cache" in the response.

300 seconds

Option

Description

Default

Web services

Can receive web services via JSON or YAML.

Disabled

Default cache

Cache time in seconds to use if the webservice does not supply "max-age" or
"no-cache" in the response.

300 seconds

Option

Description

Default

Web services

Can receive web services via JSON or YAML.

Disabled

Default cache

Cache time in seconds to use if the webservice does not supply “max-age” or
“no-cache” in the response.

300 seconds

Option

Description

Default

Web Services

Can receive web services via JSON or YAML

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Web Services

Can receive web services via JSON or YAML

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Web Services

Can consume webservices in JSON or YAML

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Web Services

Can consume webservices in JSON or YAML

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Web Services

Can consume webservices in JSON or YAML

Disabled

Wiki - Features
Wiki - Flagged revision
Option

Description

Default

Revision approval

Uses ﬂagged revisions to hide unapproved wiki page revisions from
users without necessary privileges.

Disabled

Revision approval categories

List of category IDs for which revision approval is required.

None

Option

Description

Default

Revision approval

Uses ﬂagged revisions to hide unapproved wiki page revisions from
users without necessary privileges.

Disabled

Revision approval categories

List of category IDs for which revision approval is required.

None

Option

Description

Default

Revision approval

Uses ﬂagged revisions to hide unapproved wiki page revisions from
users without necessary privileges.

Disabled

Revision approval categories

List of category IDs for which revision approval is required.

None

Option

Description

Default

Revision approval

Uses ﬂagged revisions to hide unapproved wiki page revisions from
users without necessary privileges.

Disabled

Revision approval categories

List of category IDs for which revision approval is required.

None

Option

Description

Default

Revision approval

Uses ﬂagged revisions to hide unapproved wiki page revisions from
users without necessary privileges.

Disabled

Revision approval categories

List of category IDs for which revision approval is required.

None

Option

Description

Default

Revision approval

Uses ﬂagged revisions to hide unapproved wiki page revisions from
users without necessary privileges.

Disabled

Revision approval categories

List of category IDs for which revision approval is required.

None

Option

Description

Default

Revision approval

Uses ﬂagged revisions to hide unapproved wiki page revisions from
users without necessary privileges.

Disabled

Revision approval categories

List of category IDs for which revision approval is required.

None

Option

Description

Default

Revision approval

Uses ﬂagged revisions to hide unapproved wiki page revisions from
users without necessary privileges.

Disabled

Revision approval categories

List of category IDs for which revision approval is required.

None

Option

Description

Default

Revision Approval

Uses ﬂagged revisions to hide unapproved wiki page revisions
from users without necessary privileges.

Disabled

Revision Approval
Categories

List of category IDs for which revision approval is required.

None

Option

Description

Default

Revision Approval

Uses ﬂagged revisions to hide unapproved wiki page revisions
from users without necessary privileges.

Disabled

Revision Approval
Categories

List of category IDs for which revision approval is required.

None

Option

Description

Default

Revision Approval

Uses ﬂagged revisions to hide unapproved wiki page revisions
from users with lower privileges.

Disabled

Revision Approval Categories

List of category IDs on which revision approval is required.

None

Option

Description

Default

Revision Approval

Uses ﬂagged revisions to hide unapproved wiki page revisions
from users with lower privileges.

Disabled

Revision Approval Categories

List of category IDs on which revision approval is required.

None

Option

Description

Default

Revision Approval

Uses ﬂagged revisions to hide unapproved wiki page revisions
from users with lower privileges.

Disabled

Revision Approval Categories

List of category IDs on which revision approval is required.

None

Wiki - General preferences
Option

Description

Default

Wiki

Pages and collaboratively authored documents with edit
history.

Enabled

Wiki homepage

The default home page of the wiki when no other page is
speciﬁed. The page will be created if it does not already exist.

HomePage

Wiki URL scheme

Alter the SEFURL pattern for page names.
Use the "View" action to regenerate your URLs after changing
this setting.

Replace
spaces with
dashes

 Replace spaces with dashes | Replace spaces with underscores | URL
Encode (Tiki Classic)

Prevent special characters
in page names

Some characters in a wiki page name may prevent the page
from being easily accessible via the URL or wiki links. This
option prevents the creation of page names with such
characters.

Enabled

Wiki link format

Level of special characters acceptable in wiki links for page
names. For example: Page éàî
 "Strict" includes only basic characters such as a-z and 0-9. A
site that uses accented or special characters in page names
should not use "strict".

Complete

 Complete | Relaxed | Strict

Option

Description

Default

Page name display
stripper

The character(s) to use as a delimiter in the page name. The
portion of the name after the character(s) will not be
displayed. If the page name display stripper conﬂicts with the
namespace separator, the namespace is used and the page
name display is not stripped.

None

Display page name as
page title

Display the page name at the top of each page as page title. If
not enabled, the page content should contain an h1 heading to
function as the page title, or the page description can be used
as the title.

Enabled

Display the page name
above the page area

Display the page name in small text at the top of each page
(above the page's content).

Disabled

Display the page name
inside the page content

Display the page name inside the page content.

Disabled

Add an option to hide the
page title per wiki page

Enable the page title to not be displayed, on a per-page basis.

Enabled

Anchor links on headings

Cause a link icon to appear on hover over each heading, useful
for sharing the URL to an exact location on a page.

Enabled

Show the page description

Display the wiki page description between the page title and
the page content.

Disabled

Show the page ID

Each wiki page has a numeric ID and this can be displayed.

Disabled

Show the page version

Display the page version information when viewing the page.

Disabled

Wiki author list style

Change the list format that is used to display the authors of
the page.

none
(disabled)

 Creator and Author | Business style | Collaborative style | Page last
modiﬁed on | none (disabled)

Specify wiki author list
style per page

Enable the style in which the author list is displayed to be
modiﬁed on a per-page basis.

Disabled

Encourage contribution to
wiki pages by anonymous

When a page is not editable because the user is anonymous,
display the edit buttons anyway. The visitor will be prompted
with a log-in screen and will be encouraged to register in order
to be able to edit the page.

Disabled

Show/hide icon before
headings

For use with the !!- or !!+ syntax. Activating this will display
the show/hide icon at the left of the heading; otherwise, it
displays below.

Disabled

Wiki page edit buttons
location

Specify the location of the Save, Preview, and Cancel buttons
on the wiki edit page.

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Both

Option

Description

Default

Wiki navigation bar
location

When using the ...page... Wiki page pagination has not been
enabled. page break wiki syntax

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Both

Wiki top line location

Page description, page actions, icons, backlinks....

Top

 Top | Bottom | Both | Neither

Wiki buttons

Specify the location of the wiki-speciﬁc options (such as
Backlinks, Page Description, and so on)

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Neither

Undo

Disabled

Allow minor edits of wiki
pages

Minor edits don't ﬂag new content for translation and don't
cause watch notiﬁcations to be sent (unless "Watch minor
edits" is enabled).

Disabled

Allow plugin-speciﬁc edits

Add an icon next to each plugin usage to enable editing the
plugin in a popup form, without needing to edit the whole
page. This feature is unavailable outside wiki pages, whether
or not this preference is enabled.

Enabled

Allow section-speciﬁc
edits

Add an edit icon at the top of each heading-demarcated wiki
page section (up to a conﬁgurable maximum level) to ease the
editing of a single section.

Enabled

Only display focused edit
icons (for sections and/or
plugins) on request

Focused edit icons will only display after a per-session "Edit
icons" preference is enabled. This preference is deﬁned
directly from any wiki page.

Enabled

Section-speciﬁc edits
maximum level

Prevent a proliferation of edit icons for low-level sections. For
example, when set to 2, no edit icons will show for third-level
(HTML h3) sections.

None

 All | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6

Allow HTML

Per-page option: HTML tags are used to create elements of the
wiki page, instead of being displayed as code.
 This is potentially dangerous, as it allows raw HTML to be
added. Be sure to enable this option only if trusted users can
create and edit menus.

Disabled

Mandatory wiki page edit
summary

Reject save attempts that do not include an edit summary
describing the changes made.

Disabled

Footnotes

Logged-in users can write personal footnotes when editing a
page. The footnotes display immediately below the wiki page
only to the user who edited it. This is a good way for users to
make personal notes about pages..

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Position of tags selection

Place the tags selection more prominently than under the
"Properties" tab.

Properties tab

 Properties tab | Edit tab | Tags tab

Warn before page lock
timeout

Provide a JavaScript alert before the user's lock on a page
times out.

Enabled

Warn on edit conﬂict

When another user is editing a page, spreadsheet or tracker
item, you will be warned about a possible conﬂict. This feature
is useful to prevent collisions when editing.

Enabled

Edit idle timeout

Select the amount of time (in minutes) after which a user's
edit session will expire. If the user does not save or preview
their work, it will be lost. Tiki will display a "countdown time" in
the user's browser and display an alert when only a minute
remains.

2 minutes

 1 | 2 | 5 | 10 | 15 | 30

Support Tiki's "wiki
syntax" in HTML pages

This allows a mixture of wiki syntax and HTML in the code of
wiki pages where HTML is allowed.

Enabled

Full WYSIWYG editor

WYSIWYG is an acronym for "What You See Is What You Get".
CKEditor is used to provide a word-processor-like editing
experience. 

Disabled

Limit wiki page categories
to those under this
category

If an error message indicates a mandatory category is
required when editing a wiki page, set this option to "None".

None

Log bytes changes (+/-) in
action logs

 May impact performance

Disabled

Wiki content templates

Prewritten content (probably partial content) for a wiki page

Disabled

Lock Content Templates

Enable users to lock content templates and so prevent others
from editing them

Disabled

Wiki auto-toc

Automatic table of contents generation for wiki pages. The
generated table of contents will display as a ﬁxed-position
aside next to the page contents. This setting can be toggled
per page, in the page properties.

Disabled

Table of contents default

Set the default for the table of contents (default "on" and can
be toggled per page)

On

 None | All | Editorial Board Meeting | Files example | Keywords | Status |
Status::3.In Progress | Templates | Versions | Versions::10.x | Versions::11.x |
Versions::12.x | Versions::13.x | Versions::14.x | Versions::15.x | Versions::16.x
| Versions::17.x | Versions::18.x | Versions::1.x | Versions::2.x | Versions::3.x |
Versions::4.x | Versions::5.x | Versions::6.x | Versions::7.x | Versions::...

 On | Oﬀ

Option

Description

Default

Inline auto-toc

Change the display of the table of contents for wiki pages to
inline.

Disabled

Table of contents position

Position of the table of contents, either top, left, right (right is
the default)

Right

 Right | Left | Top

Table of contents oﬀset

Oﬀset for table of contents. Useful when there is a ﬁxed
navigation bar. If used with inline TOC, will behave as a top
margin.

10 pixels

Plugin Attachment

Display an attachment or a list of them

Enabled

Plugin Author

Add popups and color coding that identiﬁes authors

Enabled

Plugin Backlinks

List all pages and tracker items that link to a particular page

Disabled

Plugin Include

Include a portion of another wiki page

Enabled

Force link to included
page

When only a portion of page is included, create a "See full
page" link to the included page. It has the same eﬀect of
setting "linkoriginal=y" parameter every time Plugin Include is
used.

Disabled

Plugin List Pages

List pages based on various criteria

Disabled

Plugin Random Include

Include a random page's content.

Disabled

Plugin Show Pages

Find pages by searching within page names

Disabled

Plugin Slideshow

Create a slideshow from the content of a wiki page

Disabled

Plugin Title Search

Search page titles

Disabled

Plugin Transclude

Include the content of another page with certain changes

Enabled

Plugin Wanted Pages

Show location of links to pages not yet created

Disabled

Plugin Footnote

Create automatically numbered footnotes (together with
PluginFootnoteArea)

Disabled

Plugin Footnote Area

Create automatically numbered footnotes (together with
PluginFootnote)

Disabled

Display footnote content
in popover

When the mouse is over the footnote reference, show footnote
content in a popover window.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Wiki

Pages and collaboratively authored documents with edit
history.

Enabled

Wiki homepage

The default home page of the wiki when no other page is
speciﬁed. The page will be created if it does not already exist.

HomePage

Wiki URL scheme

Alter the SEFURL pattern for page names.
Use the "View" action to regenerate your URLs after changing
this setting.

Replace
spaces with
dashes

 Replace spaces with dashes | Replace spaces with underscores | URL
Encode (Tiki Classic)

Prevent special characters
in page names

Some characters in a wiki page name may prevent the page
from being easily accessible via the URL or wiki links. This
option prevents the creation of page names with such
characters.

Enabled

Wiki link format

Level of special characters acceptable in wiki links for page
names. For example: Page éàî
 "Strict" includes only basic characters such as a-z and 0-9.
A site that uses accented or special characters in page names
should not use "strict".

Complete

 Complete | Relaxed | Strict

Page name display
stripper

The character(s) to use as a delimiter in the page name. The
portion of the name after the character(s) will not be
displayed. If the page name display stripper conﬂicts with the
namespace separator, the namespace is used and the page
name display is not stripped.

None

Display page name as
page title

Display the page name at the top of each page as page title. If
not enabled, the page content should contain an h1 heading to
function as the page title, or the page description can be used
as the title.

Enabled

Display the page name
above the page area

Display the page name in small text at the top of each page
(above the page's content).

Disabled

Display the page name
inside the page content

Display the page name inside the page content.

Disabled

Add an option to hide the
page title per wiki page

Enable the page title to not be displayed, on a per-page basis.

Enabled

Anchor links on headings

Cause a link icon to appear on hover over each heading, useful
for sharing the URL to an exact location on a page.

Enabled

Show the page description

Display the wiki page description between the page title and
the page content.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Show the page ID

Each wiki page has a numeric ID and this can be displayed.

Disabled

Show the page version

Display the page version information when viewing the page.

Disabled

Wiki author list style

Change the list format that is used to display the authors of
the page.

none
(disabled)

 Creator and Author | Business style | Collaborative style | Page last
modiﬁed on | none (disabled)

Specify wiki author list
style per page

Enable the style in which the author list is displayed to be
modiﬁed on a per-page basis.

Disabled

Encourage contribution to
wiki pages by anonymous

When a page is not editable because the user is anonymous,
display the edit buttons anyway. The visitor will be prompted
with a log-in screen and will be encouraged to register in order
to be able to edit the page.

Disabled

Show/hide icon before
headings

For use with the !!- or !!+ syntax. Activating this will display
the show/hide icon at the left of the heading; otherwise, it
displays below.

Disabled

Wiki page edit buttons
location

Specify the location of the Save, Preview, and Cancel buttons
on the wiki edit page.

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Both

Wiki navigation bar
location

When using the ...page... Wiki page pagination has not been
enabled. page break wiki syntax

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Both

Wiki top line location

Page description, page actions, icons, backlinks....

Top

 Top | Bottom | Both | Neither

Wiki buttons

Specify the location of the wiki-speciﬁc options (such as
Backlinks, Page Description, and so on)

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Neither

Undo

Disabled

Allow minor edits of wiki
pages

Minor edits don't ﬂag new content for translation and don't
cause watch notiﬁcations to be sent (unless "Watch minor
edits" is enabled).

Disabled

Allow plugin-speciﬁc edits

Add an icon next to each plugin usage to enable editing the
plugin in a popup form, without needing to edit the whole
page. This feature is unavailable outside wiki pages, whether
or not this preference is enabled.

Enabled

Allow section-speciﬁc edits

Add an edit icon at the top of each heading-demarcated wiki
page section (up to a conﬁgurable maximum level) to ease the
editing of a single section.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Only display focused edit
icons (for sections and/or
plugins) on request

Focused edit icons will only display after a per-session "Edit
icons" preference is enabled. This preference is deﬁned
directly from any wiki page.

Enabled

Section-speciﬁc edits
maximum level

Prevent a proliferation of edit icons for low-level sections. For
example, when set to 2, no edit icons will show for third-level
(HTML h3) sections.

None

 All | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6

Allow HTML

Per-page option: HTML tags are used to create elements of the
wiki page, instead of being displayed as code.
 This is potentially dangerous, as it allows raw HTML to be
added. Be sure to enable this option only if trusted users can
create and edit menus.

Disabled

Mandatory wiki page edit
summary

Reject save attempts that do not include an edit summary
describing the changes made.

Disabled

Footnotes

Logged-in users can write personal footnotes when editing a
page. The footnotes display immediately below the wiki page
only to the user who edited it. This is a good way for users to
make personal notes about pages..

Disabled

Position of tags selection

Place the tags selection more prominently than under the
"Properties" tab.

Properties tab

 Properties tab | Edit tab | Tags tab

Warn before page lock
timeout

Provide a JavaScript alert before the user's lock on a page
times out.

Enabled

Warn on edit conﬂict

When another user is editing a page, spreadsheet or tracker
item, you will be warned about a possible conﬂict. This feature
is useful to prevent collisions when editing.

Enabled

Edit idle timeout

Select the amount of time (in minutes) after which a user's
edit session will expire. If the user does not save or preview
their work, it will be lost. Tiki will display a "countdown time" in
the user's browser and display an alert when only a minute
remains.

2 minutes

 1 | 2 | 5 | 10 | 15 | 30

Support Tiki's "wiki
syntax" in HTML pages

This allows a mixture of wiki syntax and HTML in the code of
wiki pages where HTML is allowed.

Enabled

Full WYSIWYG editor

WYSIWYG is an acronym for "What You See Is What You Get".
CKEditor is used to provide a word-processor-like editing
experience. 

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Limit wiki page categories
to those under this
category

If an error message indicates a mandatory category is
required when editing a wiki page, set this option to "None".

None

Log bytes changes (+/-) in
action logs

 May impact performance

Disabled

Wiki content templates

Prewritten content (probably partial content) for a wiki page

Disabled

Lock Content Templates

Enable users to lock content templates and so prevent others
from editing them

Disabled

Wiki auto-toc

Automatic table of contents generation for wiki pages. The
generated table of contents will display as a ﬁxed-position
aside next to the page contents. This setting can be toggled
per page, in the page properties.

Disabled

Table of contents default

Set the default for the table of contents (default "on" and can
be toggled per page)

On

 None | All | Editorial Board Meeting | Files example | Keywords | Status |
Status::3.In Progress | Templates | Versions | Versions::10.x | Versions::11.x |
Versions::12.x | Versions::13.x | Versions::14.x | Versions::15.x | Versions::16.x
| Versions::17.x | Versions::18.x | Versions::1.x | Versions::2.x | Versions::3.x |
Versions::4.x | Versions::5.x | Versions::6.x | Versions::7.x | Versions::...

 On | Oﬀ

Inline auto-toc

Change the display of the table of contents for wiki pages to
inline.

Disabled

Table of contents position

Position of the table of contents, either top, left, right (right is
the default)

Right

 Right | Left | Top

Table of contents oﬀset

Oﬀset for table of contents. Useful when there is a ﬁxed
navigation bar. If used with inline TOC, will behave as a top
margin.

10 pixels

Plugin Attachment

Display an attachment or a list of them

Enabled

Plugin Author

Add popups and color coding that identiﬁes authors

Enabled

Plugin Backlinks

List all pages that link to a particular page

Disabled

Plugin Include

Include a portion of another wiki page

Enabled

Force link to included
page

When only a portion of page is included, create a "See full
page" link to the included page. It has the same eﬀect of
setting "linkoriginal=y" parameter every time Plugin Include is
used.

Disabled

Plugin List Pages

List pages based on various criteria

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Plugin Random Include

Include a random page's content.

Disabled

Plugin Show Pages

Find pages by searching within page names

Disabled

Plugin Slideshow

Create a slideshow from the content of a wiki page

Disabled

Plugin Title Search

Search page titles

Disabled

Plugin Transclude

Include the content of another page with certain changes

Enabled

Plugin Wanted Pages

Show location of links to pages not yet created

Disabled

Plugin Footnote

Create automatically numbered footnotes (together with
PluginFootnoteArea)

Disabled

Plugin Footnote Area

Create automatically numbered footnotes (together with
PluginFootnote)

Disabled

Display footnote content
in popover

When the mouse is over the footnote reference, show footnote
content in a popover window.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Wiki

Pages and collaboratively authored documents with edit
history.

Enabled

Wiki homepage

The default home page of the wiki when no other page is
speciﬁed. The page will be created if it does not already exist.

HomePage

Wiki URL scheme

Alter the SEFURL pattern for page names.
Use the "View" action to regenerate your URLs after changing
this setting.

Replace
spaces with
dashes

 Replace spaces with dashes | Replace spaces with underscores | URL
Encode (Tiki Classic)

Prevent special characters
in page names

Some characters in a wiki page name may prevent the page
from being easily accessible via the URL or wiki links. This
option prevents the creation of page names with such
characters.

Enabled

Wiki link format

Level of special characters acceptable in wiki links for page
names. For example: Page éàî
 "Strict" includes only basic characters such as a-z and 0-9.
A site that uses accented or special characters in page names
should not use "strict".

Complete

 Complete | Relaxed | Strict

Option

Description

Default

Page name display
stripper

The character(s) to use as a delimiter in the page name. The
portion of the name after the character(s) will not be
displayed. If the page name display stripper conﬂicts with the
namespace separator, the namespace is used and the page
name display is not stripped.

None

Display page name as
page title

Display the page name at the top of each page as page title. If
not enabled, the page content should contain an h1 heading to
function as the page title, or the page description can be used
as the title.

Enabled

Display the page name
above the page area

Display the page name in small text at the top of each page
(above the page's content).

Disabled

Display the page name
inside the page content

Display the page name inside the page content.

Disabled

Add an option to hide the
page title per wiki page

Enable the page title to not be displayed, on a per-page basis.

Enabled

Anchor links on headings

Cause a link icon to appear on hover over each heading, useful
for sharing the URL to an exact location on a page.

Enabled

Show the page description

Display the wiki page description between the page title and
the page content.

Disabled

Show the page ID

Each wiki page has a numeric ID and this can be displayed.

Disabled

Show the page version

Display the page version information when viewing the page.

Disabled

Wiki author list style

Change the list format that is used to display the authors of
the page.

none
(disabled)

 Creator and Author | Business style | Collaborative style | Page last
modiﬁed on | none (disabled)

Specify wiki author list
style per page

Enable the style in which the author list is displayed to be
modiﬁed on a per-page basis.

Disabled

Encourage contribution to
wiki pages by anonymous

When a page is not editable because the user is anonymous,
display the edit buttons anyway. The visitor will be prompted
with a log-in screen and will be encouraged to register in order
to be able to edit the page.

Disabled

Show/hide icon before
headings

For use with the !!- or !!+ syntax. Activating this will display
the show/hide icon at the left of the heading; otherwise, it
displays below.

Disabled

Wiki page edit buttons
location

Specify the location of the Save, Preview, and Cancel buttons
on the wiki edit page.

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Both

Option

Description

Default

Wiki navigation bar
location

When using the ...page... Wiki page pagination has not been
enabled. page break wiki syntax

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Both

Wiki top line location

Page description, page actions, icons, backlinks....

Top

 Top | Bottom | Both | Neither

Wiki buttons

Specify the location of the wiki-speciﬁc options (such as
Backlinks, Page Description, and so on)

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Neither

Undo

Disabled

Allow minor edits of wiki
pages

Minor edits don't ﬂag new content for translation and don't
cause watch notiﬁcations to be sent (unless "Watch minor
edits" is enabled).

Disabled

Allow plugin-speciﬁc edits

Add an icon next to each plugin usage to enable editing the
plugin in a popup form, without needing to edit the whole
page. This feature is unavailable outside wiki pages, whether
or not this preference is enabled.

Enabled

Allow section-speciﬁc edits

Add an edit icon at the top of each heading-demarcated wiki
page section (up to a conﬁgurable maximum level) to ease the
editing of a single section.

Enabled

Only display focused edit
icons (for sections and/or
plugins) on request

Focused edit icons will only display after a per-session "Edit
icons" preference is enabled. This preference is deﬁned
directly from any wiki page.

Enabled

Section-speciﬁc edits
maximum level

Prevent a proliferation of edit icons for low-level sections. For
example, when set to 2, no edit icons will show for third-level
(HTML h3) sections.

None

 All | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6

Allow HTML

Per-page option: HTML tags are used to create elements of the
wiki page, instead of being displayed as code.
 This is potentially dangerous, as it allows raw HTML to be
added. Be sure to enable this option only if trusted users can
create and edit menus.

Disabled

Mandatory wiki page edit
summary

Reject save attempts that do not include an edit summary
describing the changes made.

Disabled

Footnotes

Logged-in users can write personal footnotes when editing a
page. The footnotes display immediately below the wiki page
only to the user who edited it. This is a good way for users to
make personal notes about pages..

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Position of tags selection

Place the tags selection more prominently than under the
"Properties" tab.

Properties tab

 Properties tab | Edit tab | Tags tab

Warn before page lock
timeout

Provide a JavaScript alert before the user's lock on a page
times out.

Enabled

Warn on edit conﬂict

When another user is editing a page, spreadsheet or tracker
item, you will be warned about a possible conﬂict. This feature
is useful to prevent collisions when editing.

Enabled

Edit idle timeout

Select the amount of time (in minutes) after which a user's
edit session will expire. If the user does not save or preview
their work, it will be lost. Tiki will display a "countdown time" in
the user's browser and display an alert when only a minute
remains.

2 minutes

 1 | 2 | 5 | 10 | 15 | 30

Support Tiki's "wiki
syntax" in HTML pages

This allows a mixture of wiki syntax and HTML in the code of
wiki pages where HTML is allowed.

Enabled

Full WYSIWYG editor

WYSIWYG is an acronym for "What You See Is What You Get".
CKEditor is used to provide a word-processor-like editing
experience. 

Disabled

Limit wiki page categories
to those under this
category

If an error message indicates a mandatory category is
required when editing a wiki page, set this option to "None".

None

Log bytes changes (+/-) in
action logs

 May impact performance

Disabled

Wiki content templates

Prewritten content (probably partial content) for a wiki page

Disabled

Lock Content Templates

Enable users to lock content templates and so prevent others
from editing them

Disabled

Wiki auto-toc

Automatic table of contents generation for wiki pages. The
generated table of contents will display as a ﬁxed-position
aside next to the page contents. This setting can be toggled
per page, in the page properties.

Disabled

Table of contents default

Set the default for the table of contents (default "on" and can
be toggled per page)

On

 None | All | Editorial Board Meeting | Files example | Keywords | Status |
Status::3.In Progress | Templates | Versions | Versions::10.x | Versions::11.x |
Versions::12.x | Versions::13.x | Versions::14.x | Versions::15.x | Versions::16.x
| Versions::17.x | Versions::18.x | Versions::1.x | Versions::2.x | Versions::3.x |
Versions::4.x | Versions::5.x | Versions::6.x | Versions::7.x | Versions::...

 On | Oﬀ

Option

Description

Default

Inline auto-toc

Change the display of the table of contents for wiki pages to
inline.

Disabled

Table of contents position

Position of the table of contents, either top, left, right (right is
the default)

Right

 Right | Left | Top

Table of contents oﬀset

Oﬀset for table of contents. Useful when there is a ﬁxed
navigation bar. If used with inline TOC, will behave as a top
margin.

10 pixels

Plugin Attachment

Display an attachment or a list of them

Enabled

Plugin Author

Add popups and color coding that identiﬁes authors

Enabled

Plugin Backlinks

List all pages that link to a particular page

Disabled

Plugin Include

Include a portion of another wiki page

Enabled

Force link to included
page

When only a portion of page is included, create a "See full
page" link to the included page. It has the same eﬀect of
setting "linkoriginal=y" parameter every time Plugin Include is
used.

Disabled

Plugin List Pages

List pages based on various criteria

Disabled

Plugin Random Include

Include a random page's content.

Disabled

Plugin Show Pages

Find pages by searching within page names

Disabled

Plugin Slideshow

Create a slideshow from the content of a wiki page

Disabled

Plugin Title Search

Search page titles

Disabled

Plugin Transclude

Include the content of another page with certain changes

Enabled

Plugin Wanted Pages

Show location of links to pages not yet created

Disabled

Plugin Footnote

Create automatically numbered footnotes (together with
PluginFootnoteArea)

Disabled

Plugin Footnote Area

Create automatically numbered footnotes (together with
PluginFootnote)

Disabled

Display footnote content
in popover

When the mouse is over the footnote reference, show footnote
content in a popover window.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Wiki

Pages and collaboratively authored documents with edit
history.

Enabled

Wiki homepage

The default home page of the wiki when no other page is
speciﬁed. The page will be created if it does not already exist.

HomePage

Wiki URL scheme

Alter the SEFURL pattern for page names.
Use the "View" action to regenerate your URLs after changing
this setting.

Replace
spaces with
dashes

 Replace spaces with dashes | Replace spaces with underscores | URL
Encode (Tiki Classic)

Prevent special characters
in page names

Some characters in a wiki page name may prevent the page
from being easily accessible via the URL or wiki links. This
option prevents the creation of page names with such
characters.

Enabled

Wiki link format

Level of special characters acceptable in wiki links for page
names. For example: Page éàî
 "Strict" includes only basic characters such as a-z and 0-9. A
site that uses accented or special characters in page names
should not use "strict".

Complete

 Complete | Relaxed | Strict

Page name display
stripper

The character(s) to use as a delimiter in the page name. The
portion of the name after the character(s) will not be
displayed. If the page name display stripper conﬂicts with the
namespace separator, the namespace is used and the page
name display is not stripped.

None

Display page name as
page title

Display the page name at the top of each page as page title. If
not enabled, the page content should contain an h1 heading to
function as the page title, or the page description can be used
as the title.

Enabled

Display the page name
above the page area

Display the page name in small text at the top of each page
(above the page's content).

Disabled

Display the page name
inside the page content

Display the page name inside the page content.

Disabled

Add an option to hide the
page title per wiki page

Enable the page title to not be displayed, on a per-page basis.

Enabled

Anchor links on headings

Cause a link icon to appear on hover over each heading, useful
for sharing the URL to an exact location on a page.

Enabled

Show the page description

Display the wiki page description between the page title and
the page content.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Show the page ID

Each wiki page has a numeric ID and this can be displayed.

Disabled

Show the page version

Display the page version information when viewing the page.

Disabled

Wiki author list style

Change the list format that is used to display the authors of
the page.

none
(disabled)

 Creator and Author | Business style | Collaborative style | Page last modiﬁed
on | none (disabled)

Specify wiki author list
style per page

Enable the style in which the author list is displayed to be
modiﬁed on a per-page basis.

Disabled

Encourage contribution to
wiki pages by anonymous

When a page is not editable because the user is anonymous,
display the edit buttons anyway. The visitor will be prompted
with a log-in screen and will be encouraged to register in order
to be able to edit the page.

Disabled

Show/hide icon before
headings

For use with the !!- or !!+ syntax. Activating this will display
the show/hide icon at the left of the heading; otherwise, it
displays below.

Disabled

Wiki page edit buttons
location

Specify the location of the Save, Preview, and Cancel buttons
on the wiki edit page.

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Both

Wiki navigation bar
location

When using the ...page... Wiki page pagination has not been
enabled. page break wiki syntax

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Both

Wiki top line location

Page description, page actions, icons, backlinks....

Top

 Top | Bottom | Both | Neither

Wiki buttons

Specify the location of the wiki-speciﬁc options (such as
Backlinks, Page Description, and so on)

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Neither

Undo

Disabled

Allow minor edits of wiki
pages

Minor edits don't ﬂag new content for translation and don't
cause watch notiﬁcations to be sent (unless "Watch minor
edits" is enabled).

Disabled

Allow plugin-speciﬁc edits

Add an icon next to each plugin usage to enable editing the
plugin in a popup form, without needing to edit the whole
page. This feature is unavailable outside wiki pages, whether
or not this preference is enabled.

Enabled

Allow section-speciﬁc
edits

Add an edit icon at the top of each heading-demarcated wiki
page section (up to a conﬁgurable maximum level) to ease the
editing of a single section.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Only display focused edit
icons (for sections and/or
plugins) on request

Focused edit icons will only display after a per-session "Edit
icons" preference is enabled. This preference is deﬁned
directly from any wiki page.

Enabled

Section-speciﬁc edits
maximum level

Prevent a proliferation of edit icons for low-level sections. For
example, when set to 2, no edit icons will show for third-level
(HTML h3) sections.

None

 All | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6

Allow HTML

Per-page option: HTML tags are used to create elements of the
wiki page, instead of being displayed as code.
 This is potentially dangerous, as it allows raw HTML to be
added. Be sure to enable this option only if trusted users can
create and edit menus.

Disabled

Mandatory wiki page edit
summary

Reject save attempts that do not include an edit summary
describing the changes made.

Disabled

Footnotes

Logged-in users can write personal footnotes when editing a
page. The footnotes display immediately below the wiki page
only to the user who edited it. This is a good way for users to
make personal notes about pages..

Disabled

Position of tags selection

Place the tags selection more prominently than under the
"Properties" tab.

Properties tab

 Properties tab | Edit tab | Tags tab

Warn before page lock
timeout

Provide a JavaScript alert before the user's lock on a page
times out.

Enabled

Warn on edit conﬂict

When a user is editing a page, the edit button will be colored
red and the name of the user editing the page will be
displayed as a tooltip. If the user saves or cancels his or her
edit or if the indicated amount of time passes the edit button
will be displayed normally. This feature is useful to prevent
collisions when editing pages.

Enabled

Edit idle timeout

Select the amount of time (in minutes) after which a user's edit
session will expire. If the user does not save or preview their
work, it will be lost. Tiki will display a "countdown time" in the
user's browser and display an alert when only a minute
remains.

2 minutes

 1 | 2 | 5 | 10 | 15 | 30

Support Tiki's "wiki
syntax" in HTML pages

This allows a mixture of wiki syntax and HTML in the code of
wiki pages where HTML is allowed.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Full WYSIWYG editor

WYSIWYG is an acronym for "What You See Is What You Get".
CKEditor is used to provide a word-processor-like editing
experience. 

Disabled

Limit wiki page categories
to those under this
category

If an error message indicates a mandatory category is required
when editing a wiki page, set this option to "None".

None

Log bytes changes (+/-) in
action logs

 May impact performance

Disabled

Wiki content templates

Prewritten content (probably partial content) for a wiki page

Disabled

Lock Content Templates

Enable users to lock content templates and so prevent others
from editing them

Disabled

Wiki auto-toc

Automatic table of contents generation for wiki pages. The
generated table of contents will display as a ﬁxed-position
aside next to the page contents. This setting can be toggled
per page, in the page properties.

Disabled

Table of contents default

Set the default for the table of contents (default "on" and can
be toggled per page)

On

 None | All | Editorial Board Meeting | Files example | Keywords | Status |
Status::3.In Progress | Templates | Versions | Versions::10.x | Versions::11.x |
Versions::12.x | Versions::13.x | Versions::14.x | Versions::15.x | Versions::16.x
| Versions::17.x | Versions::18.x | Versions::1.x | Versions::2.x | Versions::3.x |
Versions::4.x | Versions::5.x | Versions::6.x | Versions::7.x | Versions::...

 On | Oﬀ

Inline auto-toc

Change the display of the table of contents for wiki pages to
inline.

Disabled

Table of contents position

Position of the table of contents, either top, left, right (right is
the default)

Right

 Right | Left | Top

Table of contents oﬀset

Oﬀset for table of contents. Useful when there is a ﬁxed
navigation bar. If used with inline TOC, will behave as a top
margin.

10 pixels

Plugin Attachment

Display an attachment or a list of them

Enabled

Plugin Author

Add popups and color coding that identiﬁes authors

Enabled

Plugin Backlinks

List all pages that link to a particular page

Disabled

Plugin Include

Include a portion of another wiki page

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Force link to included
page

When only a portion of page is included, create a "See full
page" link to the included page. It has the same eﬀect of
setting "linkoriginal=y" parameter every time Plugin Include is
used.

Disabled

Plugin List Pages

List pages based on various criteria

Disabled

Plugin Random Include

Include a random page's content.

Disabled

Plugin Show Pages

Find pages by searching within page names

Disabled

Plugin Slideshow

Create a slideshow from the content of a wiki page

Disabled

Plugin Title Search

Search page titles

Disabled

Plugin Transclude

Include the content of another page with certain changes

Enabled

Plugin Wanted Pages

Show location of links to pages not yet created

Disabled

Plugin Footnote

Create automatically numbered footnotes (together with
PluginFootnoteArea)

Disabled

Plugin Footnote Area

Create automatically numbered footnotes (together with
PluginFootnote)

Disabled

Display footnote content
in popover

When the mouse is over the footnote reference, show footnote
content in a popover window.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Wiki

Pages and collaboratively authored documents with edit
history.

Enabled

Wiki homepage

The default home page of the wiki when no other page is
speciﬁed. The page will be created if it does not already exist.

HomePage

Wiki URL scheme

Alter the SEFURL pattern for page names.
Use the "View" action to regenerate your URLs after changing
this setting.

Replace
spaces with
dashes

 Replace spaces with dashes | Replace spaces with underscores | URL
Encode (Tiki Classic)

Prevent special characters
in page names

Some characters in a wiki page name may prevent the page
from being easily accessible via the URL or wiki links. This
option prevents the creation of page names with such
characters.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Wiki link format

Level of special characters acceptable in wiki links for page
names. For example: Page éàî
 "Strict" includes only basic characters such as a-z and 0-9. A
site that uses accented or special characters in page names
should not use "strict".

Complete

 Complete | Relaxed | Strict

Page name display
stripper

The character(s) to use as a delimiter in the page name. The
portion of the name after the character(s) will not be
displayed. If the page name display stripper conﬂicts with the
namespace separator, the namespace is used and the page
name display is not stripped.

None

Display page name as
page title

Display the page name at the top of each page as page title. If
not enabled, the page content should contain an h1 heading to
function as the page title, or the page description can be used
as the title.

Enabled

Display the page name
above the page area

Display the page name in small text at the top of each page
(above the page's content).

Disabled

Display the page name
inside the page content

Display the page name inside the page content.

Disabled

Add an option to hide the
page title per wiki page

Enable the page title to not be displayed, on a per-page basis.

Enabled

Anchor links on headings

Cause a link icon to appear on hover over each heading, useful
for sharing the URL to an exact location on a page.

Enabled

Show the page description

Display the wiki page description between the page title and
the page content.

Disabled

Show the page ID

Each wiki page has a numeric ID and this can be displayed.

Disabled

Show the page version

Display the page version information when viewing the page.

Disabled

Wiki author list style

Change the list format that is used to display the authors of
the page.

none
(disabled)

 Creator and Author | Business style | Collaborative style | Page last modiﬁed
on | none (disabled)

Specify wiki author list
style per page

Enable the style in which the author list is displayed to be
modiﬁed on a per-page basis.

Disabled

Encourage contribution to
wiki pages by anonymous

When a page is not editable because the user is anonymous,
display the edit buttons anyway. The visitor will be prompted
with a log-in screen and will be encouraged to register in order
to be able to edit the page.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Show/hide icon before
headings

For use with the !!- or !!+ syntax. Activating this will display
the show/hide icon at the left of the heading; otherwise, it
displays below.

Disabled

Wiki page edit buttons
location

Specify the location of the Save, Preview, and Cancel buttons
on the wiki edit page.

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Both

Wiki navigation bar
location

When using the ...page... Wiki page pagination has not been
enabled. page break wiki syntax

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Both

Wiki top line location

Page description, page actions, icons, backlinks....

Top

 Top | Bottom | Both | Neither

Wiki buttons

Specify the location of the wiki-speciﬁc options (such as
Backlinks, Page Description, and so on)

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Neither

Undo

Disabled

Allow minor edits of wiki
pages

Minor edits don't ﬂag new content for translation and don't
cause watch notiﬁcations to be sent (unless "Watch minor
edits" is enabled).

Disabled

Allow plugin-speciﬁc edits

Add an icon next to each plugin usage to enable editing the
plugin in a popup form, without needing to edit the whole
page. This feature is unavailable outside wiki pages, whether
or not this preference is enabled.

Enabled

Allow section-speciﬁc
edits

Add an edit icon at the top of each heading-demarcated wiki
page section (up to a conﬁgurable maximum level) to ease the
editing of a single section.

Enabled

Only display focused edit
icons (for sections and/or
plugins) on request

Focused edit icons will only display after a per-session "Edit
icons" preference is enabled. This preference is deﬁned
directly from any wiki page.

Enabled

Section-speciﬁc edits
maximum level

Prevent a proliferation of edit icons for low-level sections. For
example, when set to 2, no edit icons will show for third-level
(HTML h3) sections.

None

 All | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6

Allow HTML

Per-page option: HTML tags are used to create elements of the
wiki page, instead of being displayed as code.
 This is potentially dangerous, as it allows raw HTML to be
added. Be sure to enable this option only if trusted users can
create and edit menus.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Mandatory wiki page edit
summary

Reject save attempts that do not include an edit summary
describing the changes made.

Disabled

Footnotes

Logged-in users can write personal footnotes when editing a
page. The footnotes display immediately below the wiki page
only to the user who edited it. This is a good way for users to
make personal notes about pages..

Disabled

Position of tags selection

Place the tags selection more prominently than under the
"Properties" tab.

Properties tab

 Properties tab | Edit tab | Tags tab

Warn before page lock
timeout

Provide a JavaScript alert before the user's lock on a page
times out.

Enabled

Warn on edit conﬂict

When a user is editing a page, the edit button will be colored
red and the name of the user editing the page will be displayed
as a tooltip. If the user saves or cancels his or her edit or if the
indicated amount of time passes the edit button will be
displayed normally. This feature is useful to prevent collisions
when editing pages.

Enabled

Edit idle timeout

Select the amount of time (in minutes) after which a user's edit
session will expire. If the user does not save or preview their
work, it will be lost. Tiki will display a "countdown time" in the
user's browser and display an alert when only a minute
remains.

2 minutes

 1 | 2 | 5 | 10 | 15 | 30

Support Tiki's "wiki
syntax" in HTML pages

This allows a mixture of wiki syntax and HTML in the code of
wiki pages where HTML is allowed.

Enabled

Full WYSIWYG editor

WYSIWYG is an acronym for "What You See Is What You Get".
CKEditor is used to provide a word-processor-like editing
experience. 

Disabled

Limit wiki page categories
to those under this
category

If an error message indicates a mandatory category is required
when editing a wiki page, set this option to "None".

None

Log bytes changes (+/-) in
action logs

 May impact performance

Disabled

Wiki content templates

Prewritten content (probably partial content) for a wiki page

Disabled

 None | All | Editorial Board Meeting | Files example | Keywords | Status |
Status::3.In Progress | Templates | Versions | Versions::10.x | Versions::11.x |
Versions::12.x | Versions::13.x | Versions::14.x | Versions::15.x | Versions::16.x
| Versions::17.x | Versions::18.x | Versions::1.x | Versions::2.x | Versions::3.x |
Versions::4.x | Versions::5.x | Versions::6.x | Versions::7.x | Versions::...

Option

Description

Default

Lock Content Templates

Enable users to lock content templates and so prevent others
from editing them

Disabled

Wiki auto-toc

Automatic table of contents generation for wiki pages. The
generated table of contents will display as a ﬁxed-position
aside next to the page contents. This setting can be toggled
per page, in the page properties.

Disabled

Table of contents default

Set the default for the table of contents (default "on" and can
be toggled per page)

On

 On | Oﬀ

Inline auto-toc

Change the display of the table of contents for wiki pages to
inline.

Disabled

Table of contents position

Position of the table of contents, either top, left, right (right is
the default)

Right

 Right | Left | Top

Table of contents oﬀset

Oﬀset for table of contents. Useful when there is a ﬁxed
navigation bar. If used with inline TOC, will behave as a top
margin.

10 pixels

Plugin Attachment

Display an attachment or a list of them

Enabled

Plugin Author

Add popups and color coding that identiﬁes authors

Enabled

Plugin Backlinks

List all pages that link to a particular page

Disabled

Plugin Include

Include a portion of another wiki page

Enabled

Force link to included
page

When only a portion of page is included, create a "See full
page" link to the included page. It has the same eﬀect of
setting "linkoriginal=y" parameter every time Plugin Include is
used.

Disabled

Plugin List Pages

List pages based on various criteria

Disabled

Plugin Random Include

Include a random page's content.

Disabled

Plugin Show Pages

Find pages by searching within page names

Disabled

Plugin Slideshow

Create a slideshow from the content of a wiki page

Disabled

Plugin Title Search

Search page titles

Disabled

Plugin Transclude

Include the content of another page with certain changes

Enabled

Plugin Wanted Pages

Show location of links to pages not yet created

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Wiki

Pages and collaboratively authored documents with edit
history.

Enabled

Wiki homepage

The default home page of the wiki when no other page is
speciﬁed. The page will be created if it does not already exist.

HomePage

Wiki URL scheme

Alter the SEFURL pattern for page names.
Use the "View" action to regenerate your URLs after changing
this setting.

Replace
spaces with
dashes

 Replace spaces with dashes | Replace spaces with underscores | URL
Encode (Tiki Classic)

Prevent special characters
in page names

Some characters in a wiki page name may prevent the page
from being easily accessible via the URL or wiki links. This
option prevents the creation of page names with such
characters.

Enabled

Wiki link format

Level of special characters acceptable in wiki links for page
names. For example: Page éàî
 "Strict" includes only basic characters such as a-z and 0-9. A
site that uses accented or special characters in page names
should not use "strict".

Complete

 Complete | Relaxed | Strict

Page name display
stripper

The character(s) to use as a delimiter in the page name. The
portion of the name after the character(s) will not be
displayed. If the page name display stripper conﬂicts with the
namespace separator, the namespace is used and the page
name display is not stripped.

None

Display page name as
page title

Display the page name at the top of each page as page title. If
not enabled, the page content should contain an h1 heading to
function as the page title, or the page description can be used
as the title.

Enabled

Display the page name
above the page area

Display the page name in small text at the top of each page
(above the page's content).

Disabled

Display the page name
inside the page content

Display the page name inside the page content.

Disabled

Add an option to hide the
page title per wiki page

Enable the page title to not be displayed, on a per-page basis.

Enabled

Anchor links on headings

Cause a link icon to appear on hover over each heading, useful
for sharing the URL to an exact location on a page.

Enabled

Show the page description

Display the wiki page description between the page title and
the page content.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Show the page ID

Each wiki page has a numeric ID and this can be displayed.

Disabled

Show the page version

Display the page version information when viewing the page.

Disabled

Wiki author list style

Change the list format that is used to display the authors of
the page.

none
(disabled)

 Creator and Author | Business style | Collaborative style | Page last modiﬁed
on | none (disabled)

Specify wiki author list
style per page

Enable the style in which the author list is displayed to be
modiﬁed on a per-page basis.

Disabled

Encourage contribution to
wiki pages by anonymous

When a page is not editable because the user is anonymous,
display the edit buttons anyway. The visitor will be prompted
with a log-in screen and will be encouraged to register in order
to be able to edit the page.

Disabled

Show/hide icon before
headings

For use with the !!- or !!+ syntax. Activating this will display
the show/hide icon at the left of the heading; otherwise, it
displays below.

Disabled

Wiki page edit buttons
location

Specify the location of the Save, Preview, and Cancel buttons
on the wiki edit page.

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Both

Wiki navigation bar
location

When using the ...page... Wiki page pagination has not been
enabled. page break wiki syntax

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Both

Wiki top line location

Page description, page actions, icons, backlinks....

Top

 Top | Bottom | Both | Neither

Wiki buttons

Specify the location of the wiki-speciﬁc options (such as
Backlinks, Page Description, and so on)

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Neither

Undo

Disabled

Allow minor edits of wiki
pages

Minor edits don't ﬂag new content for translation and don't
cause watch notiﬁcations to be sent (unless "Watch minor
edits" is enabled).

Disabled

Allow plugin-speciﬁc edits

Add an icon next to each plugin usage to enable editing the
plugin in a popup form, without needing to edit the whole
page. This feature is unavailable outside wiki pages, whether
or not this preference is enabled.

Enabled

Allow section-speciﬁc
edits

Add an edit icon at the top of each heading-demarcated wiki
page section (up to a conﬁgurable maximum level) to ease the
editing of a single section.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Only display focused edit
icons (for sections and/or
plugins) on request

Focused edit icons will only display after a per-session "Edit
icons" preference is enabled. This preference is deﬁned
directly from any wiki page.

Enabled

Section-speciﬁc edits
maximum level

Prevent a proliferation of edit icons for low-level sections. For
example, when set to 2, no edit icons will show for third-level
(HTML h3) sections.

None

 All | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6

Allow HTML

Per-page option: HTML tags are used to create elements of the
wiki page, instead of being displayed as code.
 This is potentially dangerous, as it allows raw HTML to be
added. Be sure to enable this option only if trusted users can
create and edit menus.

Disabled

Mandatory wiki page edit
summary

Reject save attempts that do not include an edit summary
describing the changes made.

Disabled

Footnotes

Logged-in users can write personal footnotes when editing a
page. The footnotes display immediately below the wiki page
only to the user who edited it. This is a good way for users to
make personal notes about pages..

Disabled

Position of tags selection

Place the tags selection more prominently than under the
"Properties" tab.

Properties tab

 Properties tab | Edit tab | Tags tab

Warn before page lock
timeout

Provide a JavaScript alert before the user's lock on a page
times out.

Enabled

Warn on edit conﬂict

When a user is editing a page, the edit button will be colored
red and the name of the user editing the page will be displayed
as a tooltip. If the user saves or cancels his or her edit or if the
indicated amount of time passes the edit button will be
displayed normally. This feature is useful to prevent collisions
when editing pages.

Enabled

Edit idle timeout

Select the amount of time (in minutes) after which a user's edit
session will expire. If the user does not save or preview their
work, it will be lost. Tiki will display a "countdown time" in the
user's browser and display an alert when only a minute
remains.

2 minutes

 1 | 2 | 5 | 10 | 15 | 30

Support Tiki's "wiki
syntax" in HTML pages

This allows a mixture of wiki syntax and HTML in the code of
wiki pages where HTML is allowed.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Full WYSIWYG editor

WYSIWYG is an acronym for "What You See Is What You Get".
CKEditor is used to provide a word-processor-like editing
experience. 

Disabled

Limit wiki page categories
to those under this
category

If an error message indicates a mandatory category is required
when editing a wiki page, set this option to "None".

None

Log bytes changes (+/-) in
action logs

 May impact performance

Disabled

Wiki content templates

Prewritten content (probably partial content) for a wiki page

Disabled

Lock Content Templates

Enable users to lock content templates and so prevent others
from editing them

Disabled

Wiki auto-toc

Automatic table of contents generation for wiki pages. The
generated table of contents will display as a ﬁxed-position
aside next to the page contents. This setting can be toggled
per page, in the page properties.

Disabled

Table of contents default

Set the default for the table of contents (default "on" and can
be toggled per page)

On

 None | All | Editorial Board Meeting | Files example | Keywords | Status |
Status::3.In Progress | Templates | Versions | Versions::10.x | Versions::11.x |
Versions::12.x | Versions::13.x | Versions::14.x | Versions::15.x | Versions::16.x
| Versions::17.x | Versions::18.x | Versions::1.x | Versions::2.x | Versions::3.x |
Versions::4.x | Versions::5.x | Versions::6.x | Versions::7.x | Versions::...

 On | Oﬀ

Inline auto-toc

Change the display of the table of contents for wiki pages to
inline.

Disabled

Table of contents position

Position of the table of contents, either top, left, right (right is
the default)

Right

 Right | Left | Top

Table of contents oﬀset

Oﬀset for table of contents. Useful when there is a ﬁxed
navigation bar. If used with inline TOC, will behave as a top
margin.

10 pixels

Plugin Attachment

Display an attachment or a list of them

Enabled

Plugin Author

Add popups and color coding that identiﬁes authors

Enabled

Plugin Backlinks

List all pages that link to a particular page

Disabled

Plugin Include

Include a portion of another wiki page

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Force link to included
page

When only a portion of page is included, create a "See full
page" link to the included page. It has the same eﬀect of
setting "linkoriginal=y" parameter every time Plugin Include is
used.

Disabled

Plugin List Pages

List pages based on various criteria

Disabled

Plugin Random Include

Include a random page's content.

Disabled

Plugin Show Pages

Find pages by searching within page names

Disabled

Plugin Slideshow

Create a slideshow from the content of a wiki page

Disabled

Plugin Title Search

Search page titles

Disabled

Plugin Transclude

Include the content of another page with certain changes

Enabled

Plugin Wanted Pages

Show location of links to pages not yet created

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Wiki

Collaboratively authored documents with edit history.

Enabled

Wiki URL scheme

Alter the SEFURL pattern for page names.
Use the "View" action to regenerate your URLs after changing
this setting.

Replace
spaces with
dashes

 Replace spaces with dashes | Replace spaces with underscores | URL
Encode (Tiki Classic)

Plugin Author

Add popups and color coding that identiﬁes authors

Enabled

Plugin Include

Include a portion of another wiki page

Enabled

Force link to included
page

When only a portion of page is included, create a "See full
page" link to the included page. It has the same eﬀect of
setting "linkoriginal=y" parameter every time Plugin Include is
used.

Disabled

Plugin Transclude

Include the content of another page, with speciﬁed changes.

Enabled

Plugin Random Include

Include a random page's content.

Disabled

Plugin Slideshow

Create a slideshow from the content of a wiki page

Disabled

Plugin Attachment

Display an attachment or a list of them

Enabled

Plugin Backlinks

List all pages that link to a particular page

Disabled

Plugin List Pages

List pages based on various criteria

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Plugin Show Pages

Find pages by searching within page names

Disabled

Plugin Title Search

Search page titles

Disabled

Plugin Wanted Pages

Show the locations (on wiki pages) of links to pages not yet
created.

Disabled

Wiki homepage

The default home page of the wiki when no other page is
speciﬁed. The page will be created if it does not already exist.

HomePage

Display page description

Display the wiki page description between the page title and
the page content.

Disabled

Display page name as
page title

Display the page name at the top of each page as page title. If
not enabled, the page content should contain an h1 heading to
function as the page title, or the page description can be used
as the title.

Enabled

Display page name above
page

Display the page name in small text at the top of each page
(above the page's content).

Disabled

Display page name inside
page

Display the page name inside the page content.

Disabled

Display page ID

Each wiki page has a numeric ID and this can be displayed.

Disabled

Display page version

Display the page version information when viewing the page.

Disabled

Wiki author list style

Change the list format that is used to display the authors of the
page.

none
(disabled)

 Creator and Author | Business style | Collaborative style | Page last modiﬁed
on | none (disabled)

Specify wiki author list
style per page

Enable the style in which the author list is displayed to be
modiﬁed on a per-page basis.

Disabled

Show/hide icon before
headings

For use with the !!- or !!+ syntax. Activating this will display
the show/hide icon at the left of the heading; otherwise, it
displays below.

Disabled

Wiki page edit buttons
location

Specify the location of the Save, Preview, and Cancel buttons
on the wiki edit page.

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Both

Wiki navigation bar
location

When using the ...page... Wiki page pagination has not been
enabled. page break wiki syntax

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Both

Wiki top line location

Page description, page actions, icons, backlinks....
 Top | Bottom | Both | Neither

Top

Option

Description

Default

Wiki buttons

The location of the row of Edit, Source, Rename, History, More
buttons, etc.

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Neither

Encourage contribution to
wiki pages by anonymous

When a page is not editable because the user is anonymous,
display the edit buttons anyway. The visitor will be prompted
with a log-in screen and will be encouraged to register in order
to be able to edit the page.

Disabled

Hide title per wiki page

Enable the page title to not be displayed, on a per-page basis.

Enabled

Anchor links on headings

Cause a link icon to appear on hover over each heading, useful
for sharing the URL to an exact location on a page.

Enabled

Wiki auto-toc

Automatic table of contents generation for wiki pages. The
generated table of contents will display as a ﬁxed-position
aside next to the page contents. This setting can be toggled
per page, in the page properties.

Disabled

Inline auto-toc

Change the display of the table of contents for wiki pages to
inline.

Disabled

Table of contents position

Position of the table of contents, either top, left, right (right is
the default).

Right

 Right | Left | Top

Table of contents oﬀset

Oﬀset for table of contents. Useful when there is a ﬁxed
navigation bar. If used with inline TOC, will behave as a top
margin.

10 pixels

Wiki link format

Level of special characters acceptable in wiki links for page
names. For example: Page éàî
 "Strict" includes only basic characters such as a-z and 0-9. A
site that uses accented or special characters in page names
should not use "strict".

Complete

 Complete | Relaxed | Strict

Prevent special
characters in page names

Some characters in a wiki page name may prevent the page
from being easily accessible via the URL or wiki links. This
option prevents the creation of page names with such
characters.

Enabled

Page name display
stripper

The character(s) to use as a delimiter in the page name. The
portion of the name after the character(s) will not be displayed.
If the page name display stripper conﬂicts with the namespace
separator, the namespace is used and the page name display
is not stripped.

None

Wiki content templates

Prewritten content (probably partial content) for a wiki page

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Lock Content Templates

Enable users to lock content templates and so prevent others
from editing them

Disabled

Warn on edit conﬂict

When a user is editing a page, the edit button will be colored
red and the name of the user editing the page will be displayed
as a tooltip. If the user saves or cancels his or her edit or if the
indicated amount of time passes the edit button will be
displayed normally. This feature is useful to prevent collisions
when editing pages.

Enabled

Edit idle timeout

Select the amount of time (in minutes) after which a user's edit
session will expire. If the user does not save or preview their
work, it will be lost. Tiki will display a "countdown time" in the
user's browser and display an alert when only a minute
remains.

2 minutes

 1 | 2 | 5 | 10 | 15 | 30

Undo

Disabled

Footnotes

Logged-in users can write personal footnotes when editing a
page. The footnotes display immediately below the wiki page
only to the user who edited it. This is a good way for users to
make personal notes about pages..

Disabled

Allow HTML

Per-page option: HTML tags are used to create elements of the
wiki page, instead of being displayed as code.
 This is potentially dangerous, as it allows raw HTML to be
added. Be sure to enable this option only if trusted users can
create and edit menus.

Disabled

Full WYSIWYG editor

WYSIWYG is an acronym for "What You See Is What You Get".
CKEditor is used to provide a word-processor-like editing
experience.

Disabled

Warn before page lock
timeout

Provide a JavaScript alert before the user's lock on a page
times out.

Enabled

Allow plugin-speciﬁc edits

Adds an icon next to each plugin usage which enables to edit
that plugin call via a popup form, without needing to edit its
whole container. This feature is unavailable outside wiki pages,
whether or not this preference is enabled.

Enabled

Allow section-speciﬁc
edits

Add an edit icon at the top of each heading-demarcated wiki
page section (up to a conﬁgurable maximum level) to ease the
editing of a single section.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Section-speciﬁc edits
maximum level

Prevent a proliferation of edit icons for low-level sections. For
example, when set to 2, no edit icons will show for third-level
(HTML h3) sections.

None

 All | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6

Only display focused edit
icons (for sections and/or
plugins) on request

Focused edit icons will only display after a per-session "Edit
icons" preference is enabled. This preference is deﬁned directly
from any wiki page.

Enabled

Allow minor edits of wiki
pages

Minor edits don't ﬂag new content for translation and don't
cause watch notiﬁcations to be sent (unless "Watch minor
edits" is enabled).

Disabled

Limit wiki page categories
to those under this
category

If an error message indicates a mandatory category is required
when editing a wiki page, set this option to "None".

None

Log bytes changes (+/-)
in action logs

 May impact performance

Disabled

Mandatory wiki page edit
summary

Reject save attempts that do not include an edit summary
describing the changes made.

Disabled

Position of tags selection

Place the tags selection more prominently than under the
"Properties" tab.

Properties tab

 None | All | Editorial Board Meeting | Files example | Keywords | Status |
Status::3.In Progress | Versions | Versions::10.x | Versions::11.x | Versions::12.x
| Versions::13.x | Versions::14.x | Versions::15.x | Versions::16.x |
Versions::17.x | Versions::18.x | Versions::1.x | Versions::2.x | Versions::3.x |
Versions::4.x | Versions::5.x | Versions::6.x | Versions::7.x | Versions::8.x |
Versio...

 Properties tab | Edit tab | Tags tab

ShareThis buttons

Enable sharing site content via ShareThis
Insert a ShareThis button from www.sharethis.com.

Disabled

Your ShareThis publisher
identiﬁer (optional)

Set to deﬁne your ShareThis publisher identiﬁer

None

Display ShareThis icon
prominently

Encourage sharing by displaying the ShareThis icon (the
default is placing the icon in a drop-down list that requires a
click to view).

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Wiki

Collaboratively authored documents with edit history.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Wiki URL scheme

Alter the SEFURL pattern for page names.
Use the “View” action to regenerate your URLs after changing
this setting.

Replace spaces
with dashes

 Replace spaces with dashes | Replace spaces with underscores | URL Encode
(Tiki Classic)

Plugin Author

Add popups and color coding that identiﬁes authors

Enabled

Plugin Include

Include a portion of another wiki page

Enabled

Plugin Transclude

Include the content of another page with certain changes

Enabled

Plugin Random Include

Include a random page’s content.

Disabled

Plugin Slideshow

Create a slideshow from the content of a wiki page

Disabled

Plugin Attachment

Display an attachment or a list of them

Enabled

Plugin Backlinks

List all pages that link to a particular page

Disabled

Plugin List Pages

List pages based on various criteria

Disabled

Plugin Show Pages

Find pages by searching within page names

Disabled

Plugin Title Search

Search page titles

Disabled

Plugin Wanted Pages

Show location of links to pages not yet created

Disabled

Wiki homepage

The default home page of the wiki when no other page is
speciﬁed. The page will be created if it does not already exist.

HomePage

Display page
description

Display the wiki page description between the page title and the
page content.

Disabled

Display page name as
page title

Display the page name at the top of each page as page title. If
not enabled, the page content should contain an h1 heading to
function as the page title, or the page description can be used as
the title.

Enabled

Display page name
above page

Tiki will display the page name in small text at the top of each
page (above the page’s content).

Disabled

Display page name
inside page

Display page name inside page content.

Disabled

Display page ID

Each wiki page has a numeric ID and this can be displayed.

Disabled

Display page version

Display the page version information when viewing the page.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Wiki author list style

Changes the list format used to display the authors of the page.

none (disabled)

 Creator and Author | Business style | Collaborative style | Page last modiﬁed on
| none (disabled)

Specify wiki author list
style per page

Allows the style in which the author list is displayed to be
modiﬁed on a per-page basis.

Disabled

Show/hide icon before
headings

For use with the !!- or !!+ syntax. Checking will display the
showhide switch at the left of the heading, otherwise it displays
below.

Disabled

Wiki action bar
location

Specify the location of the edit buttons (such as Save, Preview,
and Cancel) when editing wiki pages.

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Both

Wiki navigation bar
location

When using the ...page... Wiki page pagination has not been
enabled. page break wiki syntax

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Both

Wiki top line location

Page description, page actions, icons, backlinks....

Top

 Top | Bottom | Both | Neither

Wiki buttons

Specify the location of the wiki-speciﬁc options (such as
Backlinks, Page Description, and so on)

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Neither

Encourage contribution
to wiki pages by
anonymous

When a page is not editable and the user is anonymous, display
the edit links anyway. The visitor will be prompted with a login
screen and be encouraged to register.

Disabled

Hide title per wiki page

Allow the title to be hidden for individual wiki pages

Enabled

Anchor links on
headings

Add links that appear on hover for each heading, useful for
sharing the URL to an exact location on a page

Enabled

Wiki auto-toc

Automatic table of contents generation for wiki pages. The
generated table of contents will display as a ﬁxed-position aside
next to the page contents. This setting can be toggled per page,
in the page properties.

Disabled

Inline auto-toc

Change the display of the table of contents for wiki pages to
inline.

Disabled

Table of contents
position

Position for table of contents. One of top, left, right (right is the
default)

Right

 Right | Left | Top

Table of contents
oﬀset

Oﬀset for table of contents. Useful when there is a ﬁxed
navigation bar. If used with inline TOC, will behave as a top
margin.

10 pixels

Option

Description

Default

Wiki link format

Level of special characters acceptable in wiki links for page
names. For example: Page éàî
 “Strict” includes only basic characters such as a-z and 0-9. A
site that uses accented or special characters in page names
should not use “strict”.

Complete

 Complete | Relaxed | Strict

Prevent special
characters in page
names

Some characters may prevent the pages from being easily
accessible from the URL or through wiki links. This option
prevents from creating pages with such characters.

Enabled

Page name display
stripper

Character to use as a delimiter in the page name. The portion of
the name after this character will not be displayed. If the page
name display stripper conﬂicts with the namespace separator,
the namespace is used and the page name display is not stripped

None

Wiki content templates

Prewritten content (probably partial content) for a wiki page

Disabled

Lock Content
Templates

Enable users to lock content templates and so prevent others
from editing them

Disabled

Warn on edit conﬂict

If enabled then when a user is editing a page the edit button will
be colored red and the name of the user editing the page will be
displayed as a tooltip. If the user saves or cancels his or her edit
or if the indicated amount of time passes the edit button will be
displayed normally. This feature is useful to prevent collisions
when editing pages.

Enabled

Edit idle timeout

Select the amount of time (in minutes) after which a user’s edit
session will expire. If the user does not save or preview their
work, it will be lost. Tikiwiki will display a “countdown time” in the
user’s browser and display an alert when only a minute remains.

2 minutes

 1 | 2 | 5 | 10 | 15 | 30

Undo

Disabled

Footnotes

If enabled logged users can write personal footnotes when editing
a page. The footnotes will be displayed only to the user who
edited them immediately below the Wiki page. This can be used
as a good way to let users make personal notes and observations
about pages.

Disabled

Allow HTML

Per-page option: HTML tags are used to create elements of the
wiki page, instead of being displayed as code.
 This is potentially dangerous, as it allows raw HTML to be
added. Be sure to enable this option only if trusted users can
create and edit menus.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Full WYSIWYG editor

WYSIWYG is an acronym for “What You See Is What You Get”.
CKEditor is used to provide a word-processor-like editing
experience.

Disabled

Warn before page lock
timeout

Provide a JavaScript alert before the user’s lock on a page times
out.

Enabled

Toggle display of
section and plugin edit
icons

Focused edit icons will only display after a per-session "Edit
icons" preference is enabled. This preference is deﬁned directly
from any wiki page.

Enabled

Edit section

Add an edit icon at the top of each heading-demarcated wiki page
section (up to a conﬁgurable maximum level) to ease the editing
of a single section.

Enabled

Edit section level

Prevent a proliferation of edit icons for low-level sections. For
example, when set to 2, no edit icons will show for third-level
(HTML h3) sections.

None

 All | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6

Allow minor edits of
wiki pages

Minor edits do not ﬂag new content for translation and do not
send watch notiﬁcations (unless “Watch minor edits” is enabled).

Disabled

Limit wiki page
categories to those
under this category

If an error message indicates a mandatory category is required
when editing a wiki page, set this option to “None”.

None

Log bytes changes (+/) in action logs

 May impact performance

Disabled

Mandatory wiki page
edit summary

Reject save attempts that do not include an edit summary
describing the changes made.

Disabled

Position of tags
selection

To place tags selection more prominently than in the properties
tab.

Properties tab

 None | All | Editorial Board Meeting | Files example | Keywords | Status |
Status::3.In Progress | Versions | Versions::1.x | Versions::10.x | Versions::11.x |
Versions::12.x | Versions::13.x | Versions::14.x | Versions::15.x | Versions::16.x |
Versions::17.x | Versions::18.x | Versions::2.x | Versions::3.x | Versions::4.x |
Versions::5.x | Versions::6.x | Versions::7.x | Versions::8.x | Versio...

 Properties tab | Edit tab | Tags tab

ShareThis buttons

Enable sharing site content via ShareThis
Insert a ShareThis button from www.sharethis.com.

Disabled

Your ShareThis
publisher identiﬁer
(optional)

Set to deﬁne your ShareThis publisher identiﬁer

None

Display ShareThis icon
prominently

Encourage sharing by showing the ShareThis icon (default is
hiding icon in drop-down)

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Wiki

Collaboratively authored documents with edit history.

Enabled

Wiki URL Scheme

Alter the SEFURL pattern for page names.
Use the "View" action to regenerate your URLs after changing
this setting.

URL Encode
(Tiki Classic)

 Replace spaces with dashes | Replace spaces with underscores | URL
Encode (Tiki Classic)

Plugin Author

Add popups and color coding that identiﬁes authors

Enabled

Plugin Include

Include a portion of another wiki page

Enabled

Plugin Transclude

Include the content of another page with certain changes

Enabled

Plugin Random Include

Include a random page's content.

Disabled

Plugin Slideshow

Create a slideshow from the content of a wiki page

Disabled

Plugin Attachment

Display an attachment or a list of them

Enabled

Plugin Backlinks

List all pages that link to a particular page

Disabled

Plugin List Pages

List pages based on various criteria

Disabled

Plugin Show Pages

Find pages by searching within page names

Disabled

Plugin Title Search

Search page titles

Disabled

Plugin Wanted Pages

Show location of links to pages not yet created

Disabled

Wiki homepage

The default home page of the wiki when no other page is
speciﬁed. The page will be created if it does not already exist.

HomePage

Display page description

Display the wiki page description between the page title and
the page content.

Disabled

Display page name as
page title

Display the page name at the top of each page as page title. If
not enabled, the page content should contain an h1 heading
to function as the page title, or the page description can be
used as the title.

Enabled

Display page name above
page

Display page name above page instead of inside page.

Disabled

Display page name inside
page

Display page name inside page content.

Disabled

Display page ID

Each wiki page has a numeric ID and this can be displayed.

Disabled

Display page version

Display the page version information when viewing the page.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Wiki author list style

Changes the list format used to display the authors of the
page.

none (disabled)

 Creator and Author | Business style | Collaborative style | Page last
modiﬁed on | none (disabled)

Specify wiki author list
style per page

Allows the style in which the author list is displayed to be
modiﬁed on a per-page basis.

Disabled

Show/hide icon before
headings

Display before headings an icon to show or hide the content
that follows the headings

Disabled

Wiki action bar location

Buttons: Save, Preview, Cancel, ...

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Both

Wiki navigation bar
location

When using the ...page... Wiki page pagination has not been
enabled. page break wiki syntax

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Both

Wiki top line location

Page description, icons, backlinks....

Top

 Top | Bottom | Both | Neither

Wiki buttons

Page description, icons, backlinks....

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Neither

Encourage contribution to
wiki pages by anonymous

When a page is not editable and the user is anonymous,
display the edit links anyway. The visitor will be prompted
with a login screen and be encouraged to register.

Disabled

Hide title per wiki page

Allow the title to be hidden for individual wiki pages

Enabled

Wiki auto-toc

Automatic table of contents generation for wiki pages. The
generated table of contents will display as a ﬁxed-position
aside next to the page contents. This setting can be toggled
per page, in the page properties.

Disabled

Inline auto-toc

Change the dispay of the table of contents for wiki pages to
inline.

Disabled

Table of contents position

Position for table of contents. One of top, left, right (right is
the default)

Right

 Right | Left | Top

Table of contents oﬀset

Oﬀset for table of contents. Useful when there is a ﬁxed
navbar (Default is 10). If used with inline TOC, will behave as a
top margin.
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Option

Description

Default

Wiki link format

Level of special characters acceptable in wiki links for page
names. For example: Page éàî
 “Strict” includes only basic characters such as a-z and 0-9.
A site that uses accented or special characters in page names
should not use “strict”.
"Strict" includes only basic characters such as a-z and 0-9. A
site that uses accented or special characters in page names
should not use "strict".

Complete

 Complete | Relaxed | Strict

Prevent special
characters in page names

Some characters may prevent the pages from being easily
accessible from the URL or through wiki links. This option
prevents from creating pages with such characters.

Enabled

Page name display
stripper

Character to use as a delimiter in the page name. The portion
of the name after this character will not be displayed. If the
page name display stripper conﬂicts with the namespace
separator, the namespace is used and the page name display
is not stripped

None

Wiki content templates

Prewritten content (probably partial content) for a wiki page

Disabled

Lock Content Templates

Enable users to lock content templates and so prevent others
from editing them

Disabled

Warn on edit conﬂict

Provide a warning to a user who attempts to edit a page that
it is currently being edited by another user.

Enabled

Edit idle timeout

Select the amount of time (in minutes) after which a user’s
edit session will expire. If the user does not save or preview
their work, it will be lost. Tikiwiki will display a “countdown
time” in the user’s browser and display an alert when only a
minute remains.
minutes

2

 1 | 2 | 5 | 10 | 15 | 30

Undo

Disabled

Footnotes

Enable creating private notes for a page that are visible only
to the author.

Disabled

Allow HTML

Per-page option: HTML tags are used to create elements of the
wiki page, instead of being displayed as code.
 This is potentially dangerous, as it allows raw HTML to be
added. Be sure to enable this option only if trusted users can
create and edit menus.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Full WYSIWYG editor

WYSIWYG is an acronym for "What You See Is What You Get".
CKEditor is used to provide a word-processor-like editing
experience.

Disabled

Warn before page lock
timeout

Provide a JavaScript alert before the user's lock on a page
times out.

Enabled

Toggle display of section
and plugin edit icons

Focused edit icons will only display after a per-session "Edit
icons" preference is enabled. This preference is deﬁned
directly from any wiki page.

Enabled

Edit section

Add an edit icon at the top of each heading-demarcated wiki
page section (up to a conﬁgurable maximum level) to ease
the editing of a single section.

Enabled

Edit section level

Prevent a proliferation of edit icons for low-level sections. For
example, when set to 2, no edit icons will show for third-level
(HTML h3) sections.

None

 All | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6

Allow minor edits of wiki
pages

Minor edits do not ﬂag new content for translation and do not
send watch notiﬁcations (unless "Watch minor edits" is
enabled).

Disabled

Wiki: Limit categorization
to within the subtree of

If an error message indicates a mandatory category is
required when editing a wiki page, set this option to "None".

None

 None

Log bytes changes (+/-) in
action logs

May impact performance
 May impact performance

Disabled

Mandatory wiki page edit
summary

Reject save attempts that do not include an edit summary
describing the changes made.

Disabled

Position of tags selection

To place tags selection more prominently than in the
properties tab.

Properties tab

 Properties tab | Edit tab | Tags tab

ShareThis buttons

Enable sharing site content via ShareThis
Insert a ShareThis button from www.sharethis.com.

Disabled

Your ShareThis publisher
identiﬁer (optional)

Set to deﬁne your ShareThis publisher identiﬁer

None

Display ShareThis icon
prominently

Encourage sharing by showing the ShareThis icon (default is
hiding icon in drop-down)

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Wiki

Collaboratively authored documents with edit history.

Enabled

Wiki URL Scheme

Alter the SEFURL pattern for page names.
Use the "View" action to regenerate your URLs after changing
this setting.

URL Encode
(Tiki Classic)

 Replace spaces with dashes | Replace spaces with underscores | URL
Encode (Tiki Classic)

Plugin Author

Add popups and color coding that identiﬁes authors

Enabled

Plugin Include

Include a portion of another wiki page

Enabled

Plugin Transclude

Include the content of another page with certain changes

Enabled

Plugin Random Include

Include a random page's content.

Disabled

Plugin Slideshow

Create a slideshow from the content of a wiki page

Disabled

Plugin Attachment

Display an attachment or a list of them

Enabled

Plugin Backlinks

List all pages that link to a particular page

Disabled

Plugin List Pages

List pages based on various criteria

Disabled

Plugin Show Pages

Find pages by searching within page names

Disabled

Plugin Title Search

Search page titles

Disabled

Plugin Wanted Pages

Show location of links to pages not yet created

Disabled

Wiki homepage

The default home page of the wiki when no other page is
speciﬁed. The page will be created if it does not already exist.

HomePage

Display page description

Display the wiki page description between the page title and
the page content.

Disabled

Display page name as
page title

Display the page name at the top of each page as page title. If
not enabled, the page content should contain an h1 heading
to function as the page title, or the page description can be
used as the title.

Enabled

Display page name above
page

Display page name above page instead of inside page.

Disabled

Display page name inside
page

Display page name inside page content.

Disabled

Display page ID

Each wiki page has a numeric ID and this can be displayed.

Disabled

Display page version

Display the page version information when viewing the page.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Wiki author list style

Changes the list format used to display the authors of the
page.

none (disabled)

 Creator and Author | Business style | Collaborative style | Page last
modiﬁed on | none (disabled)

Specify wiki author list
style per page

Allows the style in which the author list is displayed to be
modiﬁed on a per-page basis.

Disabled

Print wiki authors

Include wiki authors and date in wiki page print outs.

Disabled

Show/hide icon before
headings

Display before headings an icon to show or hide the content
that follows the headings

Disabled

Wiki action bar location

Buttons: Save, Preview, Cancel, ...

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Both

Wiki navigation bar
location

When using the ...page... Wiki page pagination has not been
enabled. page break wiki syntax

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Both

Wiki top line location

Page description, icons, backlinks....

Top

 Top | Bottom | Both | Neither

Wiki buttons

Page description, icons, backlinks....

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Neither

Encourage contribution to
wiki pages by anonymous

When a page is not editable and the user is anonymous,
display the edit links anyway. The visitor will be prompted
with a login screen and be encouraged to register.

Disabled

Hide title per wiki page

Allow the title to be hidden for individual wiki pages

Enabled

Wiki auto-toc

Automatic table of contents generation for wiki pages. The
generated table of contents will display as a ﬁxed-position
aside next to the page contents. This setting can be toggled
per page, in the page properties.

Disabled

Inline auto-toc

Change the dispay of the table of contents for wiki pages to
inline.

Disabled

Table of contents position

Position for table of contents. One of top, left, right (right is
the default)

Right

 Right | Left | Top

Table of contents oﬀset

Oﬀset for table of contents. Useful when there is a ﬁxed
navbar (Default is 10). If used with inline TOC, will behave as a
top margin.
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Option

Description

Default

Wiki link format

Level of special characters acceptable in wiki links for page
names. For example: Page éàî
 “Strict” includes only basic characters such as a-z and 0-9.
A site that uses accented or special characters in page names
should not use “strict”.
"Strict" includes only basic characters such as a-z and 0-9. A
site that uses accented or special characters in page names
should not use "strict".

Complete

 Complete | Relaxed | Strict

Prevent special
characters in page names

Some characters may prevent the pages from being easily
accessible from the URL or through wiki links. This option
prevents from creating pages with such characters.

Enabled

Page name display
stripper

Character to use as a delimiter in the page name. The portion
of the name after this character will not be displayed. If the
page name display stripper conﬂicts with the namespace
separator, the namespace is used and the page name display
is not stripped

None

Wiki content templates

Prewritten content (probably partial content) for a wiki page

Disabled

Lock Content Templates

Enable users to lock content templates and so prevent others
from editing them

Disabled

Warn on edit conﬂict

Provide a warning to a user who attempts to edit a page that
it is currently being edited by another user.

Enabled

Edit idle timeout

Select the amount of time (in minutes) after which a user’s
edit session will expire. If the user does not save or preview
their work, it will be lost. Tikiwiki will display a “countdown
time” in the user’s browser and display an alert when only a
minute remains.
minutes

2

 1 | 2 | 5 | 10 | 15 | 30

Undo

Disabled

Footnotes

Enable creating private notes for a page that are visible only
to the author.

Disabled

Allow HTML

Per-page option: HTML tags are used to create elements of
the wiki page, instead of being displayed as code.
 This is potentially dangerous, as it allows raw HTML to be
added. Be sure to enable this option only if trusted users can
create and edit menus.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Full WYSIWYG editor

WYSIWYG is an acronym for "What You See Is What You Get".
CKEditor is used to provide a word-processor-like editing
experience.

Disabled

Warn before page lock
timeout

Provide a JavaScript alert before the user's lock on a page
times out.

Enabled

Toggle display of section
and plugin edit icons

Focused edit icons will only display after a per-session "Edit
icons" preference is enabled. This preference is deﬁned
directly from any wiki page.

Enabled

Edit section

Add an edit icon at the top of each heading-demarcated wiki
page section (up to a conﬁgurable maximum level) to ease
the editing of a single section.

Enabled

Edit section level

Prevent a proliferation of edit icons for low-level sections. For
example, when set to 2, no edit icons will show for third-level
(HTML h3) sections.

None

 All | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6

Allow minor edits of wiki
pages

Minor edits do not ﬂag new content for translation and do not
send watch notiﬁcations (unless "Watch minor edits" is
enabled).

Disabled

Wiki: Limit categorization
to within the subtree of

If an error message indicates a mandatory category is
required when editing a wiki page, set this option to "None".

None

 None

Log bytes changes (+/-) in
action logs

May impact performance
 May impact performance

Disabled

Mandatory wiki page edit
summary

Reject save attempts that do not include an edit summary
describing the changes made.

Disabled

Position of tags selection

To place tags selection more prominently than in the
properties tab.

Properties tab

 Properties tab | Edit tab | Tags tab

ShareThis buttons

Enable sharing site content via ShareThis
Insert a ShareThis button from www.sharethis.com.

Disabled

Your ShareThis publisher
identiﬁer (optional)

Set to deﬁne your ShareThis publisher identiﬁer

None

Display ShareThis icon
prominently

Encourage sharing by showing the ShareThis icon (default is
hiding icon in drop-down)

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Wiki

Collaboratively authored documents with history of changes.

Enabled

Plugin Author

View author contributions to a wiki page

Enabled

Plugin Include

Include content from a wiki page

Enabled

Plugin Transclude

Include the content of another page with certain changes

Enabled

Plugin Random Include

Include a random page's content.

Disabled

Plugin Slideshow

Conﬁgure a slideshow. Extends the existing wiki page
slideshow with notes & styles.

Disabled

Plugin Attachment

Displays an attachment or a list of them

Enabled

Plugin Backlinks

Lists all pages that link to a particular page

Disabled

Plugin List Pages

List pages based on various criteria

Disabled

Plugin Show Pages

Find pages by searching within page names

Disabled

Plugin Title Search

Search pages by title

Disabled

Plugin Wanted Pages

Show location of links to pages not yet created

Disabled

Wiki Home page

Landing page used for the wiki when no page is speciﬁed. The
page will be created if it does not exist.

HomePage

Display page description

Display the page description below the heading when viewing
the page.

Disabled

Display page name as
page title

Display the page name at the top of each page as page title. If
not enabled, the page content should be structured to contain
a header.

Enabled

Display page name above
page

Display page name above page instead of inside page.

Disabled

Display page ID

Display the internal page ID when viewing the page.

Disabled

Display page version

Display the page version information when viewing the page.

Disabled

Wiki author list style

Changes the list format used to display the authors of the
page.

none (disabled)

 Creator & Author | Business style | Collaborative style | Page last modiﬁed
on | none (disabled)

Specify wiki author list
style per page

Allows the style in which the author list is displayed to be
modiﬁed on a per-page basis.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Show/Hide before
Headings

Display show/hide icon displayed before headings

Disabled

Wiki action bar location

Buttons: Save, Preview, Cancel, ...

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Both

Wiki navigation bar
location

When using the ...page... Wiki page pagination has not been
enabled. page break wiki syntax

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Both

Wiki top line location

Page description, icons, backlinks, ...

Top

 Top | Bottom | Both | Neither

Wiki buttons

Page description, icons, backlinks, ...

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Neither

Encourage contribution to
wiki pages by anonymous

When a page is not editable and the user is anonymous,
display the edit links anyway. The visitor will be prompted with
a login screen and be encouraged to register.

Disabled

Wiki auto-toc

Automatic Table of Contents generation for wiki pages. It will
automatically generate 2 Table Of Contents: one in the wiki
page and one ﬂoating when scrolling down the page. Enable
fast(!) header navigation.

Disabled

Add inline auto-toc

Automatically add an inline Table of Contents for wiki pages.
This setting can be toogled per page, in the page properties

Enabled

Inline toc position

Position for inline Table of Contents. One of top, left, right
(right = default)

Right

Hide title per wiki page

Allow the title to be hidden for individual wiki pages

Enabled

Wiki link format

What level of special characters are accepted as wiki links for
page names. Ex.: Page éàî
 “Strict” includes only basic characters such as a-z and 0-9.
A site that uses accented or special characters in page names
should not use “strict”.
Strict will only be basic characters like a-z and 0-9. If you have
accented or special characters in page names, you should not
use strict.

Complete

 Complete | Relaxed | Strict

Prevent special characters
in page names

Some characters may prevent the pages from being easily
accessible from the URL or through wiki links. This option
prevents from creating pages with such characters.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Page name display
stripper

Character to use as a delimiter in the page name. The portion
of the name after this character will not be displayed. If the
page name display stripper conﬂicts with the namespace
separator, the namespace is used and the page name display
is not stripped

None

Wiki content templates

Predeﬁned content for a wiki page

Disabled

Warn on edit conﬂict

Tiki will warn users who attempt to edit a page that another
user is currenly editing.

Enabled

Edit idle timeout

Select the amount of time (in minutes) after which a user’s
edit session will expire. If the user does not save or preview
their work, it will be lost. Tikiwiki will display a “countdown
time” in the user’s browser and display an alert when only a
minute remains.
minutes

2

 1 | 2 | 5 | 10 | 15 | 30

Undo

Disabled

Footnotes

Create private notes for a page that are visible only by the
author.

Disabled

Allow HTML

Per-page option: HTML in Wiki Pages is parsed by the browser,
instead of HTML tags being displayed as typed.
 This is potentially dangerous, as it allows raw HTML to be
added. Be sure to enable this option only if trusted users can
create and edit menus.

Disabled

Full Wysiwyg editor

WYSIWYG is an acronym for What You See Is What You Get.
Uses CKEditor.

Disabled

Warn before page lock
timeout

Provide a JavaScript alert before the user's lock on a page
times out.

Enabled

Edit section

Add an edit icon at the top of each heading-demarcated wiki
page section (up to a conﬁgurable maximum level) to ease the
editing of a single section.

Enabled

Edit section level

Prevent a proliferation of edit icons for low-level sections. For
example, when set to 2, no edit icons will show for third-level
(HTML h3) sections.

None

 All | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6

Toggle display of section
and plugin edit icons

Focused edit icons will only display after a per-session "Edit
icons" preference is enabled. This preference is deﬁned
directly from any wiki page.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Allow minor edits of wiki
pages

Minor edits do not ﬂag new content for translation and do not
send watch notiﬁcations (unless "Watch minor edits" is
enabled).

Disabled

Wiki: Force and limit
categorization to within
subtree of

If you get an error message indicating a mandatory category is
required when editing a wiki page, this is the option to blame.
Set it to None.

None

 None

Log bytes changes (+/-) in
action logs

May impact performance
 May impact performance

Disabled

Mandatory edit summary
on wiki pages

Reject save attempts not providing an edit summary to
describe the changes made.

Disabled

Choose position of
freetags selection

If you wish to place freetags selection more prominently than
in the properties tab.

Properties tab

 Properties tab | Edit tab | Freetags tab

Option

Description

Default

Wiki

Collaboratively authored documents with history of changes.

Enabled

Plugin Author

View author contributions to a wiki page

Enabled

Plugin Include

Include content from a wiki page

Enabled

Plugin Transclude

Include the content of another page with certain changes

Enabled

Plugin Random Include

Include a random page's content.

Disabled

Plugin Slideshow

Conﬁgure a slideshow. Extends the existing wiki page
slideshow with notes & styles.

Disabled

Plugin Attachment

Displays an attachment or a list of them

Enabled

Plugin Backlinks

Lists all pages that link to a particular page

Disabled

Plugin List Pages

List pages based on various criteria

Disabled

Plugin Show Pages

Find pages by searching within page names

Disabled

Plugin Title Search

Search pages by title

Disabled

Plugin Wanted Pages

Show location of links to pages not yet created

Disabled

Wiki Home page

Landing page used for the wiki when no page is speciﬁed. The
page will be created if it does not exist.

HomePage

Option

Description

Default

Display page description

Display the page description below the heading when viewing
the page.

Disabled

Display page name as
page title

Display the page name at the top of each page as page title. If
not enabled, the page content should be structured to contain
a header.

Enabled

Display page name above
page

Display page name above page instead of inside page.

Disabled

Display page ID

Display the internal page ID when viewing the page.

Disabled

Display page version

Display the page version information when viewing the page.

Disabled

Wiki author list style

Changes the list format used to display the authors of the
page.

none (disabled)

 Creator & Author | Business style | Collaborative style | Page last modiﬁed
on | none (disabled)

Specify wiki author list
style per page

Allows the style in which the author list is displayed to be
modiﬁed on a per-page basis.

Disabled

Show/Hide before
Headings

Display show/hide icon displayed before headings

Disabled

Wiki action bar location

Buttons: Save, Preview, Cancel, ...

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Both

Wiki navigation bar
location

When using the ...page... Wiki page pagination has not been
enabled. page break wiki syntax

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Both

Wiki top line location

Page description, icons, backlinks, ...

Top

 Top | Bottom | Both | Neither

Wiki buttons

Page description, icons, backlinks, ...

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Neither

Encourage contribution to
wiki pages by anonymous

When a page is not editable and the user is anonymous,
display the edit links anyway. The visitor will be prompted with
a login screen and be encouraged to register.

Disabled

Wiki auto-toc

Automatic Table of Contents generation for wiki pages. It will
automatically generate 2 Table Of Contents: one in the wiki
page and one ﬂoating when scrolling down the page. Enable
fast(!) header navigation.

Disabled

Add inline auto-toc

Automatically add an inline Table of Contents for wiki pages.
This setting can be toogled per page, in the page properties

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Inline toc position

Position for inline Table of Contents. One of top, left, right
(right = default)

Right

Hide title per wiki page

Allow the title to be hidden for individual wiki pages

Enabled

Wiki link format

What level of special characters are accepted as wiki links for
page names. Ex.: Page éàî
 “Strict” includes only basic characters such as a-z and 0-9.
A site that uses accented or special characters in page names
should not use “strict”.
Strict will only be basic characters like a-z and 0-9. If you have
accented or special characters in page names, you should not
use strict.

Complete

 Complete | Relaxed | Strict

Prevent special characters
in page names

Some characters may prevent the pages from being easily
accessible from the URL or through wiki links. This option
prevents from creating pages with such characters.

Enabled

Page name display
stripper

Character to use as a delimiter in the page name. The portion
of the name after this character will not be displayed. If the
page name display stripper conﬂicts with the namespace
separator, the namespace is used and the page name display
is not stripped

None

Wiki content templates

Predeﬁned content for a wiki page

Disabled

Warn on edit conﬂict

Tiki will warn users who attempt to edit a page that another
user is currenly editing.

Enabled

Edit idle timeout

Select the amount of time (in minutes) after which a user’s
edit session will expire. If the user does not save or preview
their work, it will be lost. Tikiwiki will display a “countdown
time” in the user’s browser and display an alert when only a
minute remains.
minutes

2

 1 | 2 | 5 | 10 | 15 | 30

Undo

Disabled

Footnotes

Create private notes for a page that are visible only by the
author.

Disabled

Allow HTML

Per-page option: HTML in Wiki Pages is parsed by the browser,
instead of HTML tags being displayed as typed.
 This is potentially dangerous, as it allows raw HTML to be
added. Be sure to enable this option only if trusted users can
create and edit menus.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Full Wysiwyg editor

WYSIWYG is an acronym for What You See Is What You Get.
Uses CKEditor.

Disabled

Warn before page lock
timeout

Provide a JavaScript alert before the user's lock on a page
times out.

Enabled

Edit section

Add an edit icon at the top of each heading-demarcated wiki
page section (up to a conﬁgurable maximum level) to ease the
editing of a single section.

Enabled

Edit section level

Prevent a proliferation of edit icons for low-level sections. For
example, when set to 2, no edit icons will show for third-level
(HTML h3) sections.

None

 All | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6

Toggle display of section
and plugin edit icons

Focused edit icons will only display after a per-session "Edit
icons" preference is enabled. This preference is deﬁned
directly from any wiki page.

Disabled

Allow minor edits of wiki
pages

Minor edits do not ﬂag new content for translation and do not
send watch notiﬁcations (unless "Watch minor edits" is
enabled).

Disabled

Wiki: Force and limit
categorization to within
subtree of

If you get an error message indicating a mandatory category is
required when editing a wiki page, this is the option to blame.
Set it to None.

None

 None

Log bytes changes (+/-) in
action logs

May impact performance
 May impact performance

Disabled

Mandatory edit summary
on wiki pages

Reject save attempts not providing an edit summary to
describe the changes made.

Disabled

Choose position of
freetags selection

If you wish to place freetags selection more prominently than
in the properties tab.

Properties tab

 Properties tab | Edit tab | Freetags tab

Option

Description

Default

Wiki

Collaboratively authored documents with history of changes.

Enabled

Plugin Author

View author contributions to a wiki page

Enabled

Plugin Include

Include content from a wiki page

Enabled

Plugin Transclude

Include the content of another page with certain changes

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Plugin Random Include

Include a random page's content.

Disabled

Plugin Slideshow

Conﬁgure a slideshow. Extends the existing wiki page
slideshow with notes & styles.

Disabled

Plugin Attachment

Displays an attachment or a list of them

Enabled

Plugin Backlinks

Lists all pages that link to a particular page

Disabled

Plugin List Pages

List pages based on various criteria

Disabled

Plugin Show Pages

Find pages by searching within page names

Disabled

Plugin Title Search

Search pages by title

Disabled

Plugin Wanted Pages

Show location of links to pages not yet created

Disabled

Wiki Home page

Landing page used for the wiki when no page is speciﬁed. The
page will be created if it does not exist.

HomePage

Display page description

Display the page description below the heading when viewing
the page.

Disabled

Display page name as
page title

Display the page name at the top of each page as page title. If
not enabled, the page content should be structured to contain
a header.

Enabled

Display page name above
page

Display page name above page instead of inside page.

Disabled

Display page ID

Display the internal page ID when viewing the page.

Disabled

Display page version

Display the page version information when viewing the page.

Disabled

Wiki author list style

Changes the list format used to display the authors of the
page.

none (disabled)

 Creator & Author | Business style | Collaborative style | Page last modiﬁed
on | none (disabled)

Specify wiki author list
style per page

Allows the style in which the author list is displayed to be
modiﬁed on a per-page basis.

Disabled

Show/Hide before
Headings

Display show/hide icon displayed before headings

Disabled

Wiki action bar location

Buttons: Save, Preview, Cancel, ...

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Both

Wiki navigation bar
location

When using the ...page... Wiki page pagination has not been
enabled. page break wiki syntax
 Top | Bottom | Both

Bottom

Option

Description

Default

Wiki top line location

Page description, icons, backlinks, ...

Top

 Top | Bottom | Both | Neither

Wiki buttons

Page description, icons, backlinks, ...

Bottom

 Top | Bottom | Neither

Encourage contribution to
wiki pages by anonymous

When a page is not editable and the user is anonymous,
display the edit links anyway. The visitor will be prompted with
a login screen and be encouraged to register.

Disabled

Wiki auto-toc

Automatic Table of Contents generation for wiki pages. It will
automatically generate 2 Table Of Contents: one in the wiki
page and one ﬂoating when scrolling down the page. Enable
fast(!) header navigation.

Disabled

Add inline auto-toc

Automatically add an inline Table of Contents for wiki pages.
This setting can be toogled per page, in the page properties

Enabled

Inline toc position

Position for inline Table of Contents. One of top, left, right
(right = default)

Right

Hide title per wiki page

Allow the title to be hidden for individual wiki pages

Enabled

Wiki link format

What level of special characters are accepted as wiki links for
page names. Ex.: Page éàî
 “Strict” includes only basic characters such as a-z and 0-9.
A site that uses accented or special characters in page names
should not use “strict”.
Strict will only be basic characters like a-z and 0-9. If you have
accented or special characters in page names, you should not
use strict.

Complete

 Complete | Relaxed | Strict

Prevent special characters
in page names

Some characters may prevent the pages from being easily
accessible from the URL or through wiki links. This option
prevents from creating pages with such characters.

Enabled

Page name display
stripper

Character to use as a delimiter in the page name. The portion
of the name after this character will not be displayed. If the
page name display stripper conﬂicts with the namespace
separator, the namespace is used and the page name display
is not stripped

None

Wiki content templates

Predeﬁned content for a wiki page

Disabled

Warn on edit conﬂict

Tiki will warn users who attempt to edit a page that another
user is currenly editing.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Edit idle timeout

Select the amount of time (in minutes) after which a user’s
edit session will expire. If the user does not save or preview
their work, it will be lost. Tikiwiki will display a “countdown
time” in the user’s browser and display an alert when only a
minute remains.
minutes

2

 1 | 2 | 5 | 10 | 15 | 30

Undo

Disabled

Footnotes

Create private notes for a page that are visible only by the
author.

Disabled

Allow HTML

Per-page option: HTML in Wiki Pages is parsed by the browser,
instead of HTML tags being displayed as typed.
 This is potentially dangerous, as it allows raw HTML to be
added. Be sure to enable this option only if trusted users can
create and edit menus.

Disabled

Full Wysiwyg editor

WYSIWYG is an acronym for What You See Is What You Get.
Uses CKEditor.

Disabled

Warn before page lock
timeout

Provide a JavaScript alert before the user's lock on a page
times out.

Enabled

Edit section

Add an edit icon at the top of each heading-demarcated wiki
page section (up to a conﬁgurable maximum level) to ease the
editing of a single section.

Enabled

Edit section level

Prevent a proliferation of edit icons for low-level sections. For
example, when set to 2, no edit icons will show for third-level
(HTML h3) sections.

None

 All | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6

Toggle display of section
and plugin edit icons

Focused edit icons will only display after a per-session "Edit
icons" preference is enabled. This preference is deﬁned
directly from any wiki page.

Disabled

Allow minor edits of wiki
pages

Minor edits do not ﬂag new content for translation and do not
send watch notiﬁcations (unless "Watch minor edits" is
enabled).

Disabled

Wiki: Force and limit
categorization to within
subtree of

If you get an error message indicating a mandatory category is
required when editing a wiki page, this is the option to blame.
Set it to None.

None

 None

Log bytes changes (+/-) in
action logs

May impact performance
 May impact performance

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Mandatory edit summary
on wiki pages

Reject save attempts not providing an edit summary to
describe the changes made.

Disabled

Choose position of
freetags selection

If you wish to place freetags selection more prominently than
in the properties tab.

Properties tab

 Properties tab | Edit tab | Freetags tab

Wiki Page listings
Option

Description

Default

Latest changes

Enable users (with permission) to see the sortable,
searchable list of wiki pages (tiki-lastchanges.php)
organized by last-updated date. Use the Conﬁguration
area to specify which items to display..

Enabled

List pages

Allow viewing the wiki page list

Enabled

Orphan pages

Allow listing of "orphan pages" (pages not linked to from
another page).

Disabled

Pages not in structure

Users (with permission) can see the sortable, searchable
list of wiki pages (tiki-listpages.php). Use the
Conﬁguration area to specify which items to display.

Disabled

Show map mode buttons in
page list
Backlinks

Disabled

Present a list of pages that link to the current page.

Disabled

Categories

Disabled

Categories path

Disabled

Comment of the latest edit

Enabled

Creator

Disabled

Description

Enabled

Description maximum displayed
length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

200 characters

Hits

Enabled

Language

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Last modiﬁcation date

Enabled

Last modiﬁed by

Enabled

Links

Disabled

Name

Enabled

Page ID

Disabled

Default sort order

 Last Modiﬁed | Name | Created | Creator | Hits | Last editor | Size

Last Modiﬁed

Sort Direction

 Descending | Ascending

Descending

Page name maximum displayed
length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

40 characters

Maximum displayed length of
the latest edit's comment

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

200 characters

Size
Rating

Disabled


Disabled

Status

Disabled

Version

Disabled

Versions

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Latest changes

Enable users (with permission) to see the sortable,
searchable list of wiki pages (tiki-lastchanges.php)
organized by last-updated date. Use the Conﬁguration
area to specify which items to display..

Enabled

List pages

Allow viewing the wiki page list

Enabled

Orphan pages

Allow listing of \"orphan pages\" (pages not linked to
from another page).

Disabled

Pages not in structure

Users (with permission) can see the sortable, searchable
list of wiki pages (tiki-listpages.php). Use the
Conﬁguration area to specify which items to display.

Disabled

Show map mode buttons in
page list

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Backlinks

Present a list of pages that link to the current page.

Disabled

Categories

Disabled

Categories path

Disabled

Comment of the latest edit

Enabled

Creator

Disabled

Description

Enabled

Description maximum displayed
length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

200 characters

Hits

Enabled

Language

Disabled

Last modiﬁcation date

Enabled

Last modiﬁed by

Enabled

Links

Disabled

Name

Enabled

Page ID

Disabled

Default sort order

 Last Modiﬁed | Name | Created | Creator | Hits | Last editor | Size

Last Modiﬁed

Sort Direction

 Descending | Ascending

Descending

Page name maximum displayed
length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

40 characters

Maximum displayed length of
the latest edit's comment

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

200 characters

Size
Rating

Disabled


Disabled

Status

Disabled

Version

Disabled

Versions

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Latest changes

Enable users (with permission) to see the sortable,
searchable list of wiki pages (tiki-lastchanges.php)
organized by last-updated date. Use the Conﬁguration
area to specify which items to display..

Enabled

List pages

Allow viewing the wiki page list

Enabled

Orphan pages

Allow listing of \"orphan pages\" (pages not linked to
from another page).

Disabled

Pages not in structure

Users (with permission) can see the sortable, searchable
list of wiki pages (tiki-listpages.php). Use the
Conﬁguration area to specify which items to display.

Disabled

Show map mode buttons in
page list
Backlinks

Disabled

Present a list of pages that link to the current page.

Disabled

Categories

Disabled

Categories path

Disabled

Comment of the latest edit

Enabled

Creator

Disabled

Description

Enabled

Description maximum displayed
length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

200 characters

Hits

Enabled

Language

Disabled

Last modiﬁcation date

Enabled

Last modiﬁed by

Enabled

Links

Disabled

Name

Enabled

Page ID

Disabled

Default sort order

 Last Modiﬁed | Name | Created | Creator | Hits | Last editor | Size

Last Modiﬁed

Sort Direction

 Descending | Ascending

Descending

Option

Description

Default

Page name maximum displayed
length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

40 characters

Maximum displayed length of
the latest edit's comment

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

200 characters

Size
Rating

Disabled


Disabled

Status

Disabled

Version

Disabled

Versions

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Latest changes

Enable users (with permission) to see the sortable,
searchable list of wiki pages (tiki-lastchanges.php)
organized by last-updated date. Use the Conﬁguration
area to specify which items to display..

Enabled

List pages

Allow viewing the wiki page list

Enabled

Orphan pages

Allow listing of \"orphan pages\" (pages not linked to
from another page).

Disabled

Pages not in structure

Users (with permission) can see the sortable, searchable
list of wiki pages (tiki-listpages.php). Use the
Conﬁguration area to specify which items to display.

Disabled

Show map mode buttons in
page list
Backlinks

Disabled

Present a list of pages that link to the current page.

Disabled

Categories

Disabled

Categories path

Disabled

Comment of the latest edit

Enabled

Creator

Disabled

Description

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Description maximum displayed
length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

200 characters

Hits

Enabled

Language

Disabled

Last modiﬁcation date

Enabled

Last modiﬁed by

Enabled

Links

Disabled

Name

Enabled

Page ID

Disabled

Default sort order

 Last Modiﬁed | Name | Created | Creator | Hits | Last editor | Size

Last Modiﬁed

Sort Direction

 Descending | Ascending

Descending

Page name maximum displayed
length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

40 characters

Maximum displayed length of
the latest edit's comment

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

200 characters

Size
Rating

Disabled


Disabled

Status

Disabled

Version

Disabled

Versions

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Latest changes

Enable users (with permission) to see the sortable,
searchable list of wiki pages (tiki-lastchanges.php)
organized by last-updated date. Use the Conﬁguration
area to specify which items to display..

Enabled

List pages

Allow viewing the wiki page list

Enabled

Orphan pages

Allow listing of \"orphan pages\" (pages not linked to
from another page).

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Pages not in structure

Users (with permission) can see the sortable, searchable
list of wiki pages (tiki-listpages.php). Use the
Conﬁguration area to specify which items to display.

Disabled

Show map mode buttons in
page list
Backlinks

Disabled

Present a list of pages that link to the current page.

Disabled

Categories

Disabled

Categories path

Disabled

Comment of the latest edit

Enabled

Creator

Disabled

Description

Enabled

Description maximum displayed
length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

200 characters

Hits

Enabled

Language

Disabled

Last modiﬁcation date

Enabled

Last modiﬁed by

Enabled

Links

Disabled

Name

Enabled

Page ID

Disabled

Default sort order

 Last Modiﬁed | Name | Created | Creator | Hits | Last editor | Size

Last Modiﬁed

Sort Direction

 Descending | Ascending

Descending

Page name maximum displayed
length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

40 characters

Maximum displayed length of
the latest edit's comment

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

200 characters

Size
Rating
Status

Disabled


Disabled
Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Version

Disabled

Versions

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Latest changes

Enable users (with permission) to see the sortable,
searchable list of wiki pages (tiki-lastchanges.php)
organized by last-updated date. Use the Conﬁguration
area to specify which items to display..

Enabled

List pages

Allow viewing the wiki page list

Enabled

Orphan pages

Allow listing of \"orphan pages\" (pages not linked to
from another page).

Disabled

Pages not in structure

Users (with permission) can see the sortable, searchable
list of wiki pages (tiki-listpages.php). Use the
Conﬁguration area to specify which items to display.

Disabled

Show map mode buttons in
page list
Backlinks

Disabled

Present a list of pages that link to the current page.

Disabled

Categories

Disabled

Categories path

Disabled

Comment of the latest edit

Enabled

Creator

Disabled

Description

Enabled

Description maximum displayed
length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

200 characters

Hits

Enabled

Language

Disabled

Last modiﬁcation date

Enabled

Last modiﬁed by

Enabled

Links

Disabled

Name

Enabled

Option

Description

Page ID

Default
Disabled

Default sort order

 Last Modiﬁed | Name | Created | Creator | Hits | Last editor | Size

Last Modiﬁed

Sort Direction

 Descending | Ascending

Descending

Page name maximum displayed
length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

40 characters

Maximum displayed length of
the latest edit's comment

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

200 characters

Size
Rating

Disabled


Disabled

Status

Disabled

Version

Disabled

Versions

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

List pages

Allow viewing the wiki page list

Enabled

Latest changes

Enable users (with permission) to see the sortable,
searchable list of wiki pages (tiki-lastchanges.php)
organized by last-updated date. Use the Conﬁguration
area to specify which items to display..

Enabled

Orphan pages

Allow listing of \"orphan pages\" (pages not linked to
from another page).

Disabled

Pages not in structure

Users (with permission) can see the sortable, searchable
list of wiki pages (tiki-listpages.php). Use the
Conﬁguration area to specify which items to display.

Disabled

Show map mode buttons in
page list

Disabled

Default sort order

 Last Modiﬁed | Name | Created | Creator | Hits | Last editor | Size

Last Modiﬁed

Sort Direction

 Descending | Ascending

Descending

Page ID

Disabled

Name

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Page name maximum displayed
length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

40 characters

Hits

Enabled

Last modiﬁcation date

Enabled

Creator

Disabled

Last modiﬁed by

Enabled

Version

Disabled

Comment of the latest edit

Enabled

Maximum displayed length of
the latest edit's comment

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

Description

200 characters

Enabled

Description maximum displayed
length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

200 characters

Status

Disabled

Versions

Enabled

Links

Disabled

Backlinks

Present a list of pages that link to the current page.

Disabled

Size

Disabled

Language

Disabled

Categories

Disabled

Categories path

Disabled

Rating



Disabled

Option

Description

Default

List pages

Allow viewing the wiki page list

Enabled

Latest changes

If enabled users (with permission) can see the sortable,
searchable list of Wiki pages (tiki-lastchanges.php)
organized by last updated date. Use the Conﬁguration area
to specify which items to display.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Orphan pages

Allow listing of "orphan pages" (pages not linked to from
another page)

Disabled

Pages not in structure

Users (with permission) can see the sortable, searchable list
of Wiki pages (tiki-listpages.php). Use the Conﬁguration
area to specify which items to display.

Disabled

Show map mode buttons in
page list

Disabled

Default sort order

 Last Modiﬁed | Name | Created | Creator | Hits | Last editor | Size

Last Modiﬁed

Sort Direction

 Descending | Ascending

Descending

Page ID

Disabled

Name

Enabled

Name length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

40 characters

Hits

Enabled

Last modiﬁcation date

Enabled

Creator

Disabled

Last modiﬁed by

Enabled

Version

Disabled

Edit comments

Enabled

Edit comment length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

Description
Description length

200 characters

Enabled
If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that length.
Special value "0" disables truncation.

200 characters

Status

Disabled

Versions

Enabled

Links

Disabled

Backlinks

Size

Allows users to view a list of pages, called backlinks, that
link to the current page.

Disabled

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Language

Disabled

Categories

Disabled

Categories path

Disabled

Rating

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

List pages

Allow viewing the wiki page list

Enabled

Latest Changes

Show the list of last-changed items

Enabled

Orphan pages

Allow listing of \"orphan pages\" (pages not linked to
from another page)

Disabled

Pages not in structure

List pages not in structure

Disabled

Show map mode buttons in page list

Disabled

Default sort order

 Last Modiﬁed | Name | Created | Creator | Hits | Last editor |
Size

Last Modiﬁed

Sort Direction

 Descending | Ascending

Descending

Page ID

Disabled

Name

Enabled

Name length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that
length. Special value "0" disables truncation.

40

Hits

Enabled

Last modiﬁcation date

Enabled

Creator

Disabled

Last modiﬁed by

Enabled

Version

Disabled

Edit comments

Enabled

Edit comment length

Description

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that
length. Special value "0" disables truncation.

200

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Description length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that
length. Special value "0" disables truncation.

200

Status

Disabled

Versions

Enabled

Links

Disabled

Backlinks

Allows users to view a list of pages, called backlinks,
that link to the current page.

Disabled

Size

Disabled

Language

Disabled

Categories

Disabled

Categories path

Disabled

Rating

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

List pages

Allow viewing the wiki page list

Enabled

Latest Changes

Show the list of last-changed items

Enabled

Orphan pages

Allow listing of \"orphan pages\" (pages not linked to
from another page)

Disabled

Pages not in structure

List pages not in structure

Disabled

Show map mode buttons in page list

Disabled

Default sort order

 Last Modiﬁed | Name | Created | Creator | Hits | Last editor |
Size

Last Modiﬁed

Sort Direction

 Descending | Ascending

Descending

Page ID

Disabled

Name

Enabled

Name length

Hits

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that
length. Special value "0" disables truncation.

40

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Last modiﬁcation date

Enabled

Creator

Disabled

Last modiﬁed by

Enabled

Version

Disabled

Edit comments

Enabled

Edit comment length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that
length. Special value "0" disables truncation.

Description
Description length

200

Enabled
If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that
length. Special value "0" disables truncation.

200

Status

Disabled

Versions

Enabled

Links

Disabled

Backlinks

Allows users to view a list of pages, called backlinks,
that link to the current page.

Disabled

Size

Disabled

Language

Disabled

Categories

Disabled

Categories path

Disabled

Rating

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

List pages

allow viewing the Page list

Enabled

Latest Changes

show a list of last changed items

Enabled

Orphan pages

allow listing of orphaned (non-categorised) items

Disabled

Pages not in structure

List pages not in structure

Disabled

Show map mode buttons in page list

Disabled

Option

Description

Default sort order
Sort Direction

Default
PageName

 Descending | Ascending

Ascending

Page ID

Disabled

Name

Enabled

Name length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that
length. Special value "0" disables truncation.

40

Hits

Enabled

Last modiﬁcation date

Enabled

Creator

Disabled

Last modiﬁed by

Enabled

Version

Disabled

Edit comments

Enabled

Edit Comment length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that
length. Special value "0" disables truncation.

Description
Description length

200

Enabled
If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that
length. Special value "0" disables truncation.

200

Status

Disabled

Versions

Enabled

Links

Disabled

Backlinks

Allows users to view a list of pages, called backlinks,
that link to the current page.

Disabled

Size

Disabled

Language

Disabled

Categories

Disabled

Categories path

Disabled

Rating

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

List pages

allow viewing the Page list

Enabled

Latest Changes

show a list of last changed items

Enabled

Orphan pages

allow listing of orphaned (non-categorised) items

Disabled

Pages not in structure

List pages not in structure

Disabled

Show map mode buttons in page list

Disabled

Default sort order

PageName

Sort Direction

 Descending | Ascending

Ascending

Page ID

Disabled

Name

Enabled

Name length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that
length. Special value "0" disables truncation.

40

Hits

Enabled

Last modiﬁcation date

Enabled

Creator

Disabled

Last modiﬁed by

Enabled

Version

Disabled

Edit comments

Enabled

Edit Comment length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that
length. Special value "0" disables truncation.

Description
Description length

200

Enabled
If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that
length. Special value "0" disables truncation.

200

Status

Disabled

Versions

Enabled

Links

Disabled

Backlinks

Allows users to view a list of pages, called backlinks,
that link to the current page.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Size

Disabled

Language

Disabled

Categories

Disabled

Categories path

Disabled

Rating

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

List pages

allow viewing the Page list

Enabled

Latest Changes

show a list of last changed items

Enabled

Orphan pages

allow listing of orphaned (non-categorised) items

Disabled

Pages not in structure

List pages not in structure

Disabled

Show map mode buttons in page list

Disabled

Default sort order

PageName

Sort Direction

 Descending | Ascending

Ascending

Page ID

Disabled

Name

Enabled

Name length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that
length. Special value "0" disables truncation.

40

Hits

Enabled

Last modiﬁcation date

Enabled

Creator

Disabled

Last modiﬁed by

Enabled

Version

Disabled

Edit comments

Enabled

Edit Comment length

Description

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that
length. Special value "0" disables truncation.

200

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Description length

If the text is longer, it will be truncated after that
length. Special value "0" disables truncation.

200

Status

Disabled

Versions

Enabled

Links

Disabled

Backlinks

Allows users to view a list of pages, called backlinks,
that link to the current page.

Disabled

Size

Disabled

Language

Disabled

Categories

Disabled

Categories path

Disabled

Rating

Disabled

Workspaces
Option

Description

Default

Workspace UI

Combines multiple site features to create a workspace experience
for workgroups.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces feature for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to use as the namespace
separator.

:_:

Force all non-namespace
page links to the same
namespace

If the current page is in a namespace, all links without a
namespace will have it added automatically

Disabled

Perspectives

Permits overriding of preferences.

Disabled

Category

Site-wide content category system. Items of diﬀerent types (wiki
pages, articles, tracker items, etc.) can be categorized.
Categories can have permissions to control content access

Disabled

Wiki

Pages and collaboratively authored documents with edit history.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Workspace root category

ID of the root category containing all workspaces.
 This value is automatically managed and should not need to be
modiﬁed manually.

0

Option

Description

Default

Workspace UI

Combines multiple site features to create a workspace experience
for workgroups.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces feature for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to use as the namespace
separator.

:_:

Force all non-namespace
page links to the same
namespace

If the current page is in a namespace, all links without a
namespace will have it added automatically

Disabled

Perspectives

Permits overriding of preferences.

Disabled

Category

Site-wide content category system. Items of diﬀerent types (wiki
pages, articles, tracker items, etc.) can be categorized.
Categories can have permissions to control content access

Disabled

Wiki

Pages and collaboratively authored documents with edit history.

Enabled

Workspace root category

ID of the root category containing all workspaces.
 This value is automatically managed and should not need to be
modiﬁed manually.

0

Option

Description

Default

Workspace UI

Combines multiple site features to create a workspace experience
for workgroups.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces feature for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to use as the namespace
separator.

:_:

Force all non-namespace
page links to the same
namespace

If the current page is in a namespace, all links without a
namespace will have it added automatically

Disabled

Perspectives

Permits overriding of preferences.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Category

Site-wide content category system. Items of diﬀerent types (wiki
pages, articles, tracker items, etc.) can be categorized.
Categories can have permissions to control content access

Disabled

Wiki

Pages and collaboratively authored documents with edit history.

Enabled

Workspace root category

ID of the root category containing all workspaces.
 This value is automatically managed and should not need to be
modiﬁed manually.

0

Option

Description

Default

Workspace UI

Combines multiple site features to create a workspace experience
for workgroups.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces feature for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to use as the namespace
separator.

:_:

Force all non-namespace
page links to the same
namespace

If the current page is in a namespace, all links without a
namespace will have it added automatically

Disabled

Perspectives

Permits overriding of preferences.

Disabled

Category

Site-wide content category system. Items of diﬀerent types (wiki
pages, articles, tracker items, etc.) can be categorized.
Categories can have permissions to control content access

Disabled

Wiki

Pages and collaboratively authored documents with edit history.

Enabled

Workspace root category

ID of the root category containing all workspaces.
 This value is automatically managed and should not need to be
modiﬁed manually.

0

Option

Description

Default

Workspace UI

Combines multiple site features to create a workspace experience
for workgroups.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces feature for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to use as the namespace
separator.

:_:

Option

Description

Default

Force all non-namespace
page links to the same
namespace

If the current page is in a namespace, all links without a
namespace will have it added automatically

Disabled

Perspectives

Permits overriding of preferences.

Disabled

Category

Site-wide content category system. Items of diﬀerent types (wiki
pages, articles, tracker items, etc.) can be categorized.
Categories can have permissions to control content access

Disabled

Wiki

Pages and collaboratively authored documents with edit history.

Enabled

Workspace root category

ID of the root category containing all workspaces.
 This value is automatically managed and should not need to be
modiﬁed manually.

0

Option

Description

Default

Workspace UI

Combines multiple site features to create a workspace experience
for workgroups.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces feature for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to use as the namespace
separator.

:_:

Force all non-namespace
page links to the same
namespace

If the current page is in a namespace, all links without a
namespace will have it added automatically

Disabled

Perspectives

Permits overriding of preferences.

Disabled

Category

Site-wide content category system. Items of diﬀerent types (wiki
pages, articles, tracker items, etc.) can be categorized.
Categories can have permissions to control content access

Disabled

Wiki

Pages and collaboratively authored documents with edit history.

Enabled

Workspace root category

ID of the root category containing all workspaces.
 This value is automatically managed and should not need to be
modiﬁed manually.

0

Option

Description

Default

Workspace UI

Combine site features to create a workspace experience for work
groups.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Namespace

Enable namespaces feature for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to use as the namespace
separator.

:_:

Force all non-namespace
page links to the same
namespace

If the current page is in a namespace, all links without a
namespace will have it added automatically.

Disabled

Perspectives

Permits overriding of preferences.

Disabled

Category

Site-wide content category system. Items of diﬀerent types (wiki
pages, articles, tracker items, etc.) can be categorized.
Categories can have permissions to control content access

Disabled

Wiki

Collaboratively authored documents with edit history.

Enabled

Workspace root category

ID of the root category containing all workspaces.
 This value is automatically managed and should not need to
be modiﬁed manually.

0

Option

Description

Default

Workspace UI

Combines multiple site features to create a workspace experience
for workgroups.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces feature for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to use as the namespace
separator.

:_:

Force all non-namespace
page links to the same
namespace

If the current page is in a namespace, all links without a
namespace will have it added automatically

Disabled

Perspectives

Permits overriding of preferences.

Disabled

Category

Site-wide content category system. Items of diﬀerent types (wiki
pages, articles, tracker items, etc.) can be categorized.
Categories can have permissions to control content access

Disabled

Wiki

Collaboratively authored documents with edit history.

Enabled

Workspace root category

ID of the root category containing all workspaces.
 This value is automatically managed and should not need to be
modiﬁed manually.

0

Option

Description

Default

Workspace UI

Combines multiple site features to create a workspace experience
for workgroups.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to use as the namespace
separator.

:_:

Force all non-namespace
page links to the same
namespace

If the current page is in a namespace, all links without a
namespace will have it added automatically

Disabled

Perspectives

Permits overriding of preferences.

Disabled

Category

Site-wide content category system. Items of diﬀerent types (wiki
pages, articles, tracker items, etc.) can be categorized.
Categories can have permissions to control content access

Disabled

Wiki

Collaboratively authored documents with edit history.

Enabled

Workspace root category

ID of the root category containing all workspaces.
 This value is automatically managed and should not need to
be modiﬁed manually.

0

Option

Description

Default

Workspace UI

Combines multiple site features to create a workspace experience
for workgroups.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to use as the namespace
separator.

:_:

Force all non-namespace
page links to the same
namespace

If the current page is in a namespace, all links without a
namespace will have it added automatically

Disabled

Perspectives

Permits overriding of preferences.

Disabled

Category

Site-wide content category system. Items of diﬀerent types (wiki
pages, articles, tracker items, etc.) can be categorized.
Categories can have permissions to control content access

Disabled

Wiki

Collaboratively authored documents with edit history.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Workspace root category

ID of the root category containing all workspaces.
 This value is automatically managed and should not need to
be modiﬁed manually.

0

Option

Description

Default

Workspace UI

Binds multiple features in Tiki to form a workspace experience for
workgroups.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to use as the namespace
separator.

:_:

Perspectives

Permits to override preferences.

Disabled

Category

Global content category system. Items of diﬀerent types (wiki pages,
articles, tracker items, etc) can be added to one or many content
categories. Categories can have permissions, so that content access can
be controlled, and e.g. only granted to a certain group

Disabled

Wiki

Collaboratively authored documents with history of changes.

Enabled

Workspace root
category

ID of the root category containing all workspaces.
 This value is automatically managed and should not need to be
modiﬁed manually.

0

Option

Description

Default

Workspace UI

Binds multiple features in Tiki to form a workspace experience for
workgroups.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to use as the namespace
separator.

:_:

Perspectives

Permits to override preferences.

Disabled

Category

Global content category system. Items of diﬀerent types (wiki pages,
articles, tracker items, etc) can be added to one or many content
categories. Categories can have permissions, so that content access can
be controlled, and e.g. only granted to a certain group

Disabled

Wiki

Collaboratively authored documents with history of changes.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Workspace root
category

ID of the root category containing all workspaces.
 This value is automatically managed and should not need to be
modiﬁed manually.

0

Option

Description

Default

Workspace UI

Binds multiple features in Tiki to form a workspace experience for
workgroups.

Disabled

Namespace

Enable namespaces for wiki pages. 

Disabled

Namespace separator

Select the character, symbol, or text to use as the namespace
separator.

:_:

Perspectives

Permits to override preferences.

Disabled

Category

Global content category system. Items of diﬀerent types (wiki pages,
articles, tracker items, etc) can be added to one or many content
categories. Categories can have permissions, so that content access can
be controlled, and e.g. only granted to a certain group

Disabled

Wiki

Collaboratively authored documents with history of changes.

Enabled

Workspace root
category

ID of the root category containing all workspaces.
 This value is automatically managed and should not need to be
modiﬁed manually.

0

Workspaces - Areas
Option

Description

Default

Areas

Binding categories and perspectives to each other 

Disabled

Areas root category ID

ID of category whose child categories are bound to a perspective by
areas

0

Option

Description

Default

Areas

Binding categories and perspectives to each other 

Disabled

Areas root category ID

ID of category whose child categories are bound to a perspective by
areas

0

Option

Description

Default

Areas

Binding categories and perspectives to each other 

Disabled

Areas root category ID

ID of category whose child categories are bound to a perspective by
areas

0

Option

Description

Default

Areas

Binding categories and perspectives to each other 

Disabled

Areas root category ID

ID of category whose child categories are bound to a perspective by
areas

0

Option

Description

Default

Areas

Binding categories and perspectives to each other 

Disabled

Areas root category ID

ID of category whose child categories are bound to a perspective by
areas

0

Option

Description

Default

Areas

Binding categories and perspectives to each other 

Disabled

Areas root category ID

ID of category whose child categories are bound to a perspective by
areas

0

Option

Description

Default

Areas

Binding categories and perspectives to each other 

Disabled

Areas root category ID

ID of category whose child categories are bound to a perspective by
areas

0

Option

Description

Default

Areas

Binding categories and perspectives to each other 

Disabled

Areas root category ID

ID of category whose child categories are bound to a perspective by
areas.

0

Option

Description

Default

Areas

Binding categories and perspectives to each other
 Experimental 

Disabled

Areas root category ID

ID of category whose child categories are bound to a perspective by
areas.

0

Option

Description

Default

Areas

Binding categories and perspectives to each other
 Experimental 

Disabled

Areas root category ID

ID of category whose child categories are bound to a perspective by
areas.

0

Option

Description

Default

Areas

Binding categories and perspectives to each other
 Experimental 

Disabled

Areas root category id

Id of category whose children are bound to a perspective by areas.

0

Option

Description

Default

Areas

Binding categories and perspectives to each other
 Experimental 

Disabled

Areas root category id

Id of category whose children are bound to a perspective by areas.

0

Option

Description

Default

Areas

Binding categories and perspectives to each other
 Experimental 

Disabled

Areas root category id

Id of category whose children are bound to a perspective by areas.

0

Webmail

Option

Description

Default

Webmail

Provides a webmail interface for site users' own IMAP or POP
accounts. 

Disabled

HTML email

Allow viewing HTML emails.

Enabled

Maximum attachment size

Maximum size of each attachment

1.5Mb

 500Kb | 1Mb | 1.5Mb | 2Mb | 2.5Mb | 3Mb | Unlimited

Checkbox per email

Enable easy selection of multiple email messages for collective
actions.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Webmail

Provides a webmail interface for site users' own IMAP or POP
accounts. 

Disabled

HTML email

Allow viewing HTML emails.

Enabled

Maximum attachment size

Maximum size of each attachment

1.5Mb

 500Kb | 1Mb | 1.5Mb | 2Mb | 2.5Mb | 3Mb | Unlimited

Checkbox per email

Enable easy selection of multiple email messages for collective
actions.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Webmail

Provides a webmail interface for site users' own IMAP or
POP accounts. 

Disabled

Allow viewing HTML emails?

Allow viewing HTML emails.

Enabled

Maximum size for each attachment

Maximum size of each attachment

1.5Mb

 500Kb | 1Mb | 1.5Mb | 2Mb | 2.5Mb | 3Mb | Unlimited

Include a ﬂag by all messages to
quickly ﬂag/unﬂag them?

Enable easy selection of multiple email messages for
collective actions.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Webmail

Webmail 

Disabled

Allow viewing HTML emails?

Allow viewing HTML emails.

Enabled

Maximum size for each attachment

Maximum size of each attachment

1.5Mb

 500Kb | 1Mb | 1.5Mb | 2Mb | 2.5Mb | 3Mb | Unlimited

Option

Description

Default

Include a ﬂag by all messages to quickly
ﬂag/unﬂag them?

Enable easy selection of multiple email messages
for collective actions.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Webmail

Webmail 

Disabled

Allow viewing HTML emails?

Allow viewing HTML emails.

Enabled

Maximum size for each attachment

Maximum size of each attachment

1.5Mb

 500Kb | 1Mb | 1.5Mb | 2Mb | 2.5Mb | 3Mb | Unlimited

Include a ﬂag by all messages to quickly
ﬂag/unﬂag them?

Enable easy selection of multiple email messages
for collective actions.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Webmail

Webmail 

Disabled

Allow viewing HTML mails?

Allow viewing HTML emails.

Enabled

Maximum size for each attachment

Maximum size of each attachment

1.5Mb

 500Kb | 1Mb | 1.5Mb | 2Mb | 2.5Mb | 3Mb | Unlimited

Include a ﬂag by each email to quickly
ﬂag/un-ﬂag them?

Enable easy selection of multiple email messages
for collective actions.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Webmail

Webmail 

Disabled

Allow viewing HTML mails?

Allow viewing HTML emails.

Enabled

Maximum size for each attachment

Maximum size of each attachment

1.5Mb

 500Kb | 1Mb | 1.5Mb | 2Mb | 2.5Mb | 3Mb | Unlimited

Include a ﬂag by each email to quickly
ﬂag/un-ﬂag them?

Enable easy selection of multiple email messages
for collective actions.

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Webmail

Webmail 

Disabled

Allow viewing HTML mails?

Allow viewing HTML emails.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Maximum size for each attachment

Maximum size of each attachment

1.5Mb

 500Kb | 1Mb | 1.5Mb | 2Mb | 2.5Mb | 3Mb | Unlimited

Include a ﬂag by each email to quickly
ﬂag/un-ﬂag them?

Enable easy selection of multiple email messages
for collective actions.

WYSIWYG editor
Option

Description

Default

Full WYSIWYG
editor

WYSIWYG is an acronym for "What You See Is What You
Get". CKEditor is used to provide a word-processor-like
editing experience. 

Disabled

Plugin WYSIWYG

Use a WYSIWYG editor to edit a section of content 

Disabled

Full WYSIWYG
editor is optional

If WYSIWYG is optional, the wiki text editor is also
available. Otherwise only the WYSIWYG editor is used.
 Switching between HTML and wiki formats can cause
problems for some pages.

Enabled

Full WYSIWYG
editor is
displayed by
default

If both the WYSIWYG editor and the text editor are
available, the WYSIWYG editor is used by default, for
example, when creating new pages

Enabled

Reopen with the
same editor

Ensures the editor last used to edit a page or item is used
for the next edit as the default.

Enabled

Use Wiki syntax
in WYSIWYG

Causes parsed text areas based on wiki syntax when not
in WYSIWYG mode to keep using Tiki syntax, instead of
HTML as the WYSIWYG editor uses by default. Sometimes
referred to as a "visual wiki".
Using wiki syntax in WYSIWYG mode will limit toolbar to
wiki tools
 Existing wiki pages remain in HTML, unless they are
converted to non-WYSIWYG and back to WYSIWYG (one by
one). CKeditor oﬀers possibilities which may not be
expressible in Tiki syntax. See issue #6518 for example

Enabled

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Inline WYSIWYG
editor

Seamless inline editing. Uses CKEditor 4. Inline editing
enables editing pages without a context switch. The editor
is embedded in the wiki page. When used on pages in wiki
format, a conversion from HTML to wiki format is required


Disabled

Full WYSIWYG
editor skin

 Moono (Default) | Kama | Bootstrap CK | Minimalist | Oﬃce 2013

Moono (Default)

Typefaces

List of font names separated by semi-colons (";")

sans serif;serif;monospace;...

Extra plugins

In Tiki, CKEditor uses the "standard" package in which
some plugins are disabled by default that are available in
the "full" package.
See http://ckeditor.com/presets for a comparison of which
plugins are enabled as standard.
List of plugin names (separated by,)

bidi,colorbutton,divarea,ﬁ...

Wiki paragraph
formatting

When the wiki paragraph formatting feature is on, all
groups of non-blank lines are collected into paragraphs.
Lines can be of any length, and will be wrapped together
with the next line. Paragraphs are separated by blank
lines. When the Wiki paragraph formatting feature is oﬀ,
each line will be presented as you write it. This means that
if you want paragraphs to be wrapped properly, a
paragraph should be all together on one line.

Enabled

Create line
breaks within
paragraphs

When Wiki paragraph formatting is enabled, this option
creates line breaks within paragraphs.

Enabled

Ajax

Allows for eﬃcient retrieval and display of information
from the server, thus improving the user experience. This
feature is required for the interface for many features to
work.
 This feature is required for the interface for many
features to work properly.

Enabled

Ajax auto-save

Save content during editing, enabling work to be
recovered after any interruption. Also enable a real-time
preview. This option is required for WYSIWYG plugin
processing.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Full WYSIWYG
editor

WYSIWYG is an acronym for "What You See Is What You
Get". CKEditor is used to provide a word-processor-like
editing experience. 

Disabled

Plugin WYSIWYG

Use a WYSIWYG editor to edit a section of content 

Disabled

Full WYSIWYG
editor is optional

If WYSIWYG is optional, the wiki text editor is also
available. Otherwise only the WYSIWYG editor is used.
 Switching between HTML and wiki formats can cause
problems for some pages.

Enabled

Full WYSIWYG
editor is
displayed by
default

If both the WYSIWYG editor and the text editor are
available, the WYSIWYG editor is used by default, for
example, when creating new pages

Enabled

Reopen with the
same editor

Ensures the editor last used to edit a page or item is used
for the next edit as the default.

Enabled

Use Wiki syntax
in WYSIWYG

Causes parsed text areas based on wiki syntax when not
in WYSIWYG mode to keep using Tiki syntax, instead of
HTML as the WYSIWYG editor uses by default. Sometimes
referred to as a "visual wiki".
Using wiki syntax in WYSIWYG mode will limit toolbar to
wiki tools
 Existing wiki pages remain in HTML, unless they are
converted to non-WYSIWYG and back to WYSIWYG (one by
one). CKeditor oﬀers possibilities which may not be
expressible in Tiki syntax. See issue #6518 for example

Enabled

Inline WYSIWYG
editor

Seamless inline editing. Uses CKEditor 4. Inline editing
enables editing pages without a context switch. The editor
is embedded in the wiki page. When used on pages in wiki
format, a conversion from HTML to wiki format is required


Disabled

Full WYSIWYG
editor skin

 Moono (Default) | Kama | Bootstrap CK | Minimalist | Oﬃce 2013

Moono (Default)

Typefaces

List of font names separated by semi-colons (";")

sans serif;serif;monospace;...

Extra plugins

In Tiki, CKEditor uses the "standard" package in which
some plugins are disabled by default that are available in
the "full" package.
See http://ckeditor.com/presets for a comparison of which
plugins are enabled as standard.
List of plugin names (separated by,)

bidi,colorbutton,divarea,ﬁ...

Option

Description

Default

Wiki paragraph
formatting

When the wiki paragraph formatting feature is on, all
groups of non-blank lines are collected into paragraphs.
Lines can be of any length, and will be wrapped together
with the next line. Paragraphs are separated by blank
lines. When the Wiki paragraph formatting feature is oﬀ,
each line will be presented as you write it. This means that
if you want paragraphs to be wrapped properly, a
paragraph should be all together on one line.

Enabled

Create line
breaks within
paragraphs

When Wiki paragraph formatting is enabled, this option
creates line breaks within paragraphs.

Enabled

Ajax

Allows for eﬃcient retrieval and display of information
from the server, thus improving the user experience. This
feature is required for the interface for many features to
work.
 This feature is required for the interface for many
features to work properly.

Enabled

Ajax auto-save

Save content during editing, enabling work to be
recovered after any interruption. Also enable a real-time
preview. This option is required for WYSIWYG plugin
processing.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Full WYSIWYG
editor

WYSIWYG is an acronym for "What You See Is What You
Get". CKEditor is used to provide a word-processor-like
editing experience. 

Disabled

Plugin WYSIWYG

Use a WYSIWYG editor to edit a section of content 

Disabled

Full WYSIWYG
editor is optional

If WYSIWYG is optional, the wiki text editor is also
available. Otherwise only the WYSIWYG editor is used.
 Switching between HTML and wiki formats can cause
problems for some pages.

Enabled

Full WYSIWYG
editor is
displayed by
default

If both the WYSIWYG editor and the text editor are
available, the WYSIWYG editor is used by default, for
example, when creating new pages

Enabled

Reopen with the
same editor

Ensures the editor last used to edit a page or item is used
for the next edit as the default.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Use Wiki syntax
in WYSIWYG

Causes parsed text areas based on wiki syntax when not
in WYSIWYG mode to keep using Tiki syntax, instead of
HTML as the WYSIWYG editor uses by default. Sometimes
referred to as a "visual wiki".
Using wiki syntax in WYSIWYG mode will limit toolbar to
wiki tools
 Existing wiki pages remain in HTML, unless they are
converted to non-WYSIWYG and back to WYSIWYG (one by
one). CKeditor oﬀers possibilities which may not be
expressible in Tiki syntax. See issue #6518 for example

Enabled

Inline WYSIWYG
editor

Seamless inline editing. Uses CKEditor 4. Inline editing
enables editing pages without a context switch. The editor
is embedded in the wiki page. When used on pages in wiki
format, a conversion from HTML to wiki format is required


Disabled

Full WYSIWYG
editor skin

 Moono (Default) | Kama | Bootstrap CK | Minimalist | Oﬃce 2013

Moono (Default)

Typefaces

List of font names separated by semi-colons (";")

sans serif;serif;monospace;...

Extra plugins

In Tiki, CKEditor uses the "standard" package in which
some plugins are disabled by default that are available in
the "full" package.
See http://ckeditor.com/presets for a comparison of which
plugins are enabled as standard.
List of plugin names (separated by,)

bidi,colorbutton,divarea,ﬁ...

Wiki paragraph
formatting

When the wiki paragraph formatting feature is on, all
groups of non-blank lines are collected into paragraphs.
Lines can be of any length, and will be wrapped together
with the next line. Paragraphs are separated by blank
lines. When the Wiki paragraph formatting feature is oﬀ,
each line will be presented as you write it. This means that
if you want paragraphs to be wrapped properly, a
paragraph should be all together on one line.

Enabled

Create line
breaks within
paragraphs

When Wiki paragraph formatting is enabled, this option
creates line breaks within paragraphs.

Enabled

Ajax

Allows for eﬃcient retrieval and display of information
from the server, thus improving the user experience. This
feature is required for the interface for many features to
work.
 This feature is required for the interface for many
features to work properly.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Ajax auto-save

Save content during editing, enabling work to be
recovered after any interruption. Also enable a real-time
preview. This option is required for WYSIWYG plugin
processing.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Full WYSIWYG
editor

WYSIWYG is an acronym for "What You See Is What You
Get". CKEditor is used to provide a word-processor-like
editing experience. 

Disabled

Plugin WYSIWYG

Use a WYSIWYG editor to edit a section of content 

Disabled

Full WYSIWYG
editor is optional

If WYSIWYG is optional, the wiki text editor is also
available. Otherwise only the WYSIWYG editor is used.
 Switching between HTML and wiki formats can cause
problems for some pages.

Enabled

Full WYSIWYG
editor is
displayed by
default

If both the WYSIWYG editor and the text editor are
available, the WYSIWYG editor is used by default, for
example, when creating new pages

Enabled

Reopen with the
same editor

Ensures the editor last used to edit a page or item is used
for the next edit as the default.

Enabled

Use Wiki syntax
in WYSIWYG

Causes parsed text areas based on wiki syntax when not
in WYSIWYG mode to keep using Tiki syntax, instead of
HTML as the WYSIWYG editor uses by default. Sometimes
referred to as a "visual wiki".
Using wiki syntax in WYSIWYG mode will limit toolbar to
wiki tools
 Existing wiki pages remain in HTML, unless they are
converted to non-WYSIWYG and back to WYSIWYG (one by
one). CKeditor oﬀers possibilities which may not be
expressible in Tiki syntax. See issue #6518 for example

Enabled

Inline WYSIWYG
editor

Seamless inline editing. Uses CKEditor 4. Inline editing
enables editing pages without a context switch. The editor
is embedded in the wiki page. When used on pages in wiki
format, a conversion from HTML to wiki format is required


Disabled

Full WYSIWYG
editor skin

 Moono (Default) | Kama | Bootstrap CK | Minimalist | Oﬃce 2013

Moono (Default)

Typefaces

List of font names separated by semi-colons (";")

sans serif;serif;monospace;...

Option

Description

Default

Extra plugins

In Tiki, CKEditor uses the "standard" package in which
some plugins are disabled by default that are available in
the "full" package.
See http://ckeditor.com/presets for a comparison of which
plugins are enabled as standard.
List of plugin names (separated by,)

bidi,colorbutton,divarea,ﬁ...

Wiki paragraph
formatting

When the wiki paragraph formatting feature is on, all
groups of non-blank lines are collected into paragraphs.
Lines can be of any length, and will be wrapped together
with the next line. Paragraphs are separated by blank
lines. When the Wiki paragraph formatting feature is oﬀ,
each line will be presented as you write it. This means that
if you want paragraphs to be wrapped properly, a
paragraph should be all together on one line.

Enabled

Create line
breaks within
paragraphs

When Wiki paragraph formatting is enabled, this option
creates line breaks within paragraphs.

Enabled

Ajax

Allows for eﬃcient retrieval and display of information
from the server, thus improving the user experience. This
feature is required for the interface for many features to
work.
 This feature is required for the interface for many
features to work properly.

Enabled

Ajax auto-save

Save content during editing, enabling work to be
recovered after any interruption. Also enable a real-time
preview. This option is required for WYSIWYG plugin
processing.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Full WYSIWYG
editor

WYSIWYG is an acronym for "What You See Is What You
Get". CKEditor is used to provide a word-processor-like
editing experience. 

Disabled

Plugin WYSIWYG

Use a WYSIWYG editor to edit a section of content 

Disabled

Full WYSIWYG
editor is optional

If WYSIWYG is optional, the wiki text editor is also
available. Otherwise only the WYSIWYG editor is used.
 Switching between HTML and wiki formats can cause
problems for some pages.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Full WYSIWYG
editor is
displayed by
default

If both the WYSIWYG editor and the text editor are
available, the WYSIWYG editor is used by default, for
example, when creating new pages

Enabled

Reopen with the
same editor

Ensures the editor last used to edit a page or item is used
for the next edit as the default.

Enabled

Use Wiki syntax
in WYSIWYG

Causes parsed text areas based on wiki syntax when not
in WYSIWYG mode to keep using Tiki syntax, instead of
HTML as the WYSIWYG editor uses by default. Sometimes
referred to as a "visual wiki".
Using wiki syntax in WYSIWYG mode will limit toolbar to
wiki tools
 Existing wiki pages remain in HTML, unless they are
converted to non-WYSIWYG and back to WYSIWYG (one by
one). CKeditor oﬀers possibilities which may not be
expressible in Tiki syntax. See issue #6518 for example

Enabled

Inline WYSIWYG
editor

Seamless inline editing. Uses CKEditor 4. Inline editing
enables editing pages without a context switch. The editor
is embedded in the wiki page. When used on pages in wiki
format, a conversion from HTML to wiki format is required


Disabled

Full WYSIWYG
editor skin

 Moono (Default) | Kama | Bootstrap CK | Minimalist | Oﬃce 2013

Moono (Default)

Typefaces

List of font names separated by semi-colons (";")

sans serif;serif;monospace;...

Extra plugins

In Tiki, CKEditor uses the "standard" package in which
some plugins are disabled by default that are available in
the "full" package.
See http://ckeditor.com/presets for a comparison of which
plugins are enabled as standard.
List of plugin names (separated by,)

bidi,colorbutton,divarea,ﬁ...

Wiki paragraph
formatting

Because the wiki paragraph formatting feature is on, all
groups of non-blank lines are collected into paragraphs.
Lines can be of any length, and will be wrapped together
with the next line. Paragraphs are separated by blank
lines. Because the Wiki paragraph formatting feature is oﬀ,
each line will be presented as you write it. This means that
if you want paragraphs to be wrapped properly, a
paragraph should be all together on one line.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Create line
breaks within
paragraphs

When Wiki paragraph formatting is enabled, this option
creates line breaks within paragraphs.

Enabled

Ajax

Allows for eﬃcient retrieval and display of information
from the server, thus improving the user experience. This
feature is required for the interface for many features to
work.
 This feature is required for the interface for many
features to work properly.

Enabled

Ajax auto-save

Save content during editing, enabling work to be
recovered after any interruption. Also enable a real-time
preview. This option is required for WYSIWYG plugin
processing.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Full WYSIWYG
editor

WYSIWYG is an acronym for "What You See Is What You
Get". CKEditor is used to provide a word-processor-like
editing experience. 

Disabled

Plugin WYSIWYG

Use a WYSIWYG editor to edit a section of content 

Disabled

Full WYSIWYG
editor is optional

If WYSIWYG is optional, the wiki text editor is also
available. Otherwise only the WYSIWYG editor is used.
 Switching between HTML and wiki formats can cause
problems for some pages.

Enabled

Full WYSIWYG
editor is
displayed by
default

If both the WYSIWYG editor and the text editor are
available, the WYSIWYG editor is used by default, for
example, when creating new pages

Enabled

Reopen with the
same editor

Ensures the editor last used to edit a page or item is used
for the next edit as the default.

Enabled

Use Wiki syntax
in WYSIWYG

Causes parsed text areas based on wiki syntax when not
in WYSIWYG mode to keep using Tiki syntax, instead of
HTML as the WYSIWYG editor uses by default. Sometimes
referred to as a "visual wiki".
Using wiki syntax in WYSIWYG mode will limit toolbar to
wiki tools
 Existing wiki pages remain in HTML, unless they are
converted to non-WYSIWYG and back to WYSIWYG (one by
one). CKeditor oﬀers possibilities which may not be
expressible in Tiki syntax. See issue #6518 for example

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Inline WYSIWYG
editor

Seamless inline editing. Uses CKEditor 4. Inline editing
enables editing pages without a context switch. The editor
is embedded in the wiki page. When used on pages in wiki
format, a conversion from HTML to wiki format is required


Disabled

Full WYSIWYG
editor skin

 Moono (Default) | Kama | Bootstrap CK | Minimalist | Oﬃce 2013

Moono (Default)

Typefaces

List of font names separated by semi-colons (";")

sans serif;serif;monospace;...

Extra plugins

In Tiki, CKEditor uses the "standard" package in which
some plugins are disabled by default that are available in
the "full" package.
See http://ckeditor.com/presets for a comparison of which
plugins are enabled as standard.
List of plugin names (separated by,)

bidi,colorbutton,divarea,ﬁ...

Wiki paragraph
formatting

Because the wiki paragraph formatting feature is on, all
groups of non-blank lines are collected into paragraphs.
Lines can be of any length, and will be wrapped together
with the next line. Paragraphs are separated by blank
lines. Because the Wiki paragraph formatting feature is oﬀ,
each line will be presented as you write it. This means that
if you want paragraphs to be wrapped properly, a
paragraph should be all together on one line.

Enabled

Create line
breaks within
paragraphs

When Wiki paragraph formatting is enabled, this option
creates line breaks within paragraphs.

Enabled

Ajax

Allows for eﬃcient retrieval and display of information
from the server, thus improving the user experience. This
feature is required for the interface for many features to
work.
 This feature is required for the interface for many
features to work properly.

Enabled

Ajax auto-save

Save content during editing, enabling work to be
recovered after any interruption. Also enable a real-time
preview. This option is required for WYSIWYG plugin
processing.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Full WYSIWYG
editor

WYSIWYG is an acronym for "What You See Is What You
Get". CKEditor is used to provide a word-processor-like
editing experience.

Disabled

Plugin WYSIWYG

Use a WYSIWYG editor to edit a section of text content. 

Disabled

Full WYSIWYG
editor is
optional

If WYSIWYG is optional, the wiki text editor is also
available. Otherwise only the WYSIWYG editor is used.
 Switching between HTML and wiki formats can cause
problems for some pages.

Enabled

Full WYSIWYG
editor is
displayed by
default

If both the WYSIWYG editor and the text editor are
available, the WYSIWYG editor is used by default, for
example, when creating new pages

Enabled

Reopen with the
same editor

Ensures the editor last used to edit a page or item is used
for the next edit as the default.

Enabled

Support Tiki's
wiki syntax

This allows a mixture of wiki syntax and HTML in the code
of a text ﬁeld in WYSIWYG mode.

Enabled

Limited wiki
parsing

Enabling this preference limits the features from Tiki's wiki
markup language allowed when editing text. Only some
wiki syntax is parsed, such as plugins (not inline character
styles, etc). When this preference is not enabled, all
markup features in wiki syntax mode are available.
 Neglected. This feature can have unpredicable results
and may be removed in future versions. 

Disabled

Use Wiki syntax
in WYSIWYG

Allow keeping wiki syntax with the WYSIWYG editor.
Sometimes referred to as a "visual wiki".
Using wiki syntax in WYSIWYG mode will limit toolbar to
wiki tools
 Existing wiki pages remain in HTML, unless they are
converted to non-WYSIWYG and back to WYSIWYG (one by
one). CKeditor oﬀers possibilities which may not be
expressible in Tiki syntax. See issue #6518 for example

Enabled

Inline WYSIWYG
editor

Seamless inline editing. Uses CKEditor 4. Inline editing
enables editing pages without a context switch. The editor
is embedded in the wiki page. When used on pages in wiki
format, a conversion from HTML to wiki format is required


Disabled

Full WYSIWYG
editor skin
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Moono (Default)

Option

Description

Default

Typefaces

List of font names separated by semi-colons (";")

sans serif;serif;monospace;...

Extra plugins

In Tiki, CKEditor uses the "standard" package in which
some plugins are disabled by default that are available in
the "full" package.
See http://ckeditor.com/presets for a comparison of which
plugins are enabled as standard.
List of plugin names (separated by,)

bidi,colorbutton,divarea,ﬁ...

Wiki paragraph
formatting

Because the wiki paragraph formatting feature is on, all
groups of non-blank lines are collected into paragraphs.
Lines can be of any length, and will be wrapped together
with the next line. Paragraphs are separated by blank
lines. Because the Wiki paragraph formatting feature is oﬀ,
each line will be presented as you write it. This means that
if you want paragraphs to be wrapped properly, a
paragraph should be all together on one line.

Enabled

Create line
breaks within
paragraphs

When Wiki paragraph formatting is enabled, this option
creates line breaks within paragraphs.

Enabled

Ajax

Allows for eﬃcient retrieval and display of information
from the server, thus improving the user experience. This
feature is required for the interface for many features to
work.
 This feature is required for the interface for many
features to work properly.

Enabled

Ajax auto-save

Save content during editing, enabling work to be
recovered after any interruption. Also enable a real-time
preview. This option is required for WYSIWYG plugin
processing.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Full WYSIWYG
editor

WYSIWYG is an acronym for “What You See Is What You
Get”. CKEditor is used to provide a word-processor-like
editing experience.

Disabled

Plugin WYSIWYG

Use a WYSIWYG editor to edit a section of content 

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Full WYSIWYG
editor is optional

If WYSIWYG is optional, the wiki text editor is also
available. Otherwise only the WYSIWYG editor is used.
Switching between HTML and wiki formats can cause
problems for some pages.
 Switching between HTML and wiki formats can cause
problems for some pages.

Enabled

Full WYSIWYG
editor is
displayed by
default

If both the WYSIWYG editor and the text editor are
available, the WYSIWYG editor is used by default, for
example, when creating new pages

Enabled

Reopen with the
same editor

Ensures the editor last used to edit a page or item is used
for the next edit as the default.

Enabled

Content is
parsed like wiki
page

This allows a mixture of wiki syntax and HTML syntax. All
wiki syntax is parsed.

Enabled

Content is
partially wiki
parsed

This also allows a mixture of wiki syntax and HTML syntax.
Only some wiki syntax is parsed, such as plugins (not
inline character styles, etc).
 Neglected. This feature can have unpredicable results
and may be removed in future versions. 

Disabled

Use Wiki syntax
in WYSIWYG

Allow keeping wiki syntax with the WYSIWYG editor.
Sometimes referred to as a “visual wiki”.
Using wiki syntax in WYSIWYG mode will limit toolbar to
wiki tools
 Existing wiki pages remain in HTML, unless they are
converted to non-WYSIWYG and back to WYSIWYG (one by
one). CKeditor oﬀers possibilities which may not be
expressible in Tiki syntax. See issue #6518 for example

Enabled

Inline WYSIWYG
editor

Seamless inline editing. Uses CKEditor 4. Inline editing
enables editing pages without a context switch. The editor
is embedded in the wiki page. When used on pages in wiki
format, a conversion from HTML to wiki format is required


Disabled

Full WYSIWYG
editor skin
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Moono (Default)

Font names

List of font names separated by;

sans serif;serif;monospace;...

Option

Description

Default

Extra plugins

In Tiki, CKEditor uses the “standard” package in which
some plugins are disabled by default that are available in
the “full” package.
See http://ckeditor.com/presets for a comparison of which
plugins are enabled as standard.
List of plugin names (separated by,)

bidi,colorbutton,divarea,ﬁ...

Wiki paragraph
formatting

Because the Wiki paragraph formatting feature is on, all
groups of non-blank lines are collected into paragraphs.
Lines can be of any length, and will be wrapped together
with the next line. Paragraphs are separated by blank
lines. Because the Wiki paragraph formatting feature is
oﬀ, each line will be presented as you write it. This means
that if you want paragraphs to be wrapped properly, a
paragraph should be all together on one line.

Enabled

...but still create
line breaks
within
paragraphs

When Wiki paragraph formatting is enabled, this option
creates line breaks within paragraphs.

Enabled

Ajax

Allows for eﬃcient retrieval and display of information
from the server, thus improving the user experience. This
feature is required for the interface for many features to
work.
 This feature is required for the interface for many
features to work properly.

Enabled

Ajax auto-save

Saves your edits as you write, enabling work to be
recovered after an “interruption”. Also enables a “live”
preview and is required for WYSIWYG plugin processing.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Full WYSIWYG
editor

WYSIWYG is an acronym for "What You See Is What You
Get". CKEditor is used to provide a word-processor-like
editing experience.

Disabled

Plugin WYSIWYG

Use a WYSIWYG editor to edit a section of content 

Disabled

Full WYSIWYG
editor is optional

If WYSIWYG is optional, the wiki text editor is also
available. Otherwise only the WYSIWYG editor is used.
Switching between HTML and wiki formats can cause
problems for some pages.
 Switching between HTML and wiki formats can cause
problems for some pages.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Full WYSIWYG
editor is
displayed by
default

If both the WYSIWYG editor and the text editor are
available, the WYSIWYG editor is used by default, for
example, when creating new pages

Enabled

Reopen with the
same editor

Ensures the editor last used to edit a page or item is used
for the next edit as the default.

Enabled

Content is
parsed like wiki
page

This allows a mixture of wiki syntax and HTML syntax. All
wiki syntax is parsed.

Enabled

Content is
partially wiki
parsed

This also allows a mixture of wiki syntax and HTML syntax.
Only some wiki syntax is parsed, such as plugins (not
inline character styles, etc).
 Neglected. This feature can have unpredicable results
and may be removed in future versions. 

Disabled

Use Wiki syntax
in WYSIWYG

Allow keeping wiki syntax with the WYSIWYG editor.
Sometimes referred to as a "visual wiki".
Using wiki syntax in WYSIWYG mode will limit toolbar to
wiki tools
 Existing wiki pages remain in HTML, unless they are
converted to non-WYSIWYG and back to WYSIWYG (one by
one). CKeditor oﬀers possibilities which may not be
expressible in Tiki syntax. See issue #6518 for example

Enabled

Inline WYSIWYG
editor

Seamless inline editing. Uses CKEditor 4. Inline editing
enables editing pages without a context switch. The editor
is embedded in the wiki page. When used on pages in wiki
format, a conversion from HTML to wiki format is required
 experimental 

Disabled

Full WYSIWYG
editor skin
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Moono (Default)

Font names

List of font names separated by;

sans serif;serif;monospace;...

Extra Plugins

In Tiki, CKEditor uses the "standard" package in which
some plugins are disabled by default that are available in
the "full" package.
See http://ckeditor.com/presets for a comparison of which
plugins are enabled as standard.
List of plugin names (separated by,)

bidi,colorbutton,ﬁnd,font,...

Option

Description

Default

Wiki paragraph
formatting

Because the Wiki paragraph formatting feature is on, all
groups of non-blank lines are collected into paragraphs.
Lines can be of any length, and will be wrapped together
with the next line. Paragraphs are separated by blank
lines. Because the Wiki paragraph formatting feature is
oﬀ, each line will be presented as you write it. This means
that if you want paragraphs to be wrapped properly, a
paragraph should be all together on one line.

Enabled

...but still create
line breaks
within
paragraphs

When Wiki paragraph formatting is enabled, this option
creates line breaks within paragraphs.

Enabled

Ajax

Allows for eﬃcient retrieval and display of information
from the server, thus improving the user experience. This
feature is required for the interface for many features to
work.
 This feature is required for the interface for many
features to work properly.

Enabled

Ajax auto-save

Saves your edits as you write, enabling work to be
recovered after an "interruption". Also enables a "live"
preview and is required for WYSIWYG plugin processing.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Full WYSIWYG
editor

WYSIWYG is an acronym for "What You See Is What You
Get". CKEditor is used to provide a word-processor-like
editing experience.

Disabled

Plugin WYSIWYG

Use a WYSIWYG editor to edit a section of content 

Disabled

Full WYSIWYG
editor is optional

If WYSIWYG is optional, the wiki text editor is also
available. Otherwise only the WYSIWYG editor is used.
Switching between HTML and wiki formats can cause
problems for some pages.
 Switching between HTML and wiki formats can cause
problems for some pages.

Enabled

Full WYSIWYG
editor is
displayed by
default

If both the WYSIWYG editor and the text editor are
available, the WYSIWYG editor is used by default, for
example, when creating new pages

Enabled

Reopen with the
same editor

Ensures the editor last used to edit a page or item is used
for the next edit as the default.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Content is
parsed like wiki
page

This allows a mixture of wiki syntax and HTML syntax. All
wiki syntax is parsed.

Enabled

Content is
partially wiki
parsed

This also allows a mixture of wiki syntax and HTML syntax.
Only some wiki syntax is parsed, such as plugins (not
inline character styles, etc).
 Neglected. This feature can have unpredicable results
and may be removed in future versions. 

Disabled

Use Wiki syntax
in WYSIWYG

Allow keeping wiki syntax with the WYSIWYG editor.
Sometimes referred to as a "visual wiki".
Using wiki syntax in WYSIWYG mode will limit toolbar to
wiki tools
 Existing wiki pages remain in HTML, unless they are
converted to non-WYSIWYG and back to WYSIWYG (one by
one). CKeditor oﬀers possibilities which may not be
expressible in Tiki syntax. See issue #6518 for example

Enabled

Inline WYSIWYG
editor

Seamless inline editing. Uses CKEditor 4. Inline editing
enables editing pages without a context switch. The editor
is embedded in the wiki page. When used on pages in wiki
format, a conversion from HTML to wiki format is required
 experimental 

Disabled

Full WYSIWYG
editor skin

 Moono (Default) | Kama | Bootstrap CK | Minimalist | Oﬃce 2013

Moono (Default)

Font names

List of font names separated by;

sans serif;serif;monospace;...

Extra Plugins

In Tiki, CKEditor uses the "standard" package in which
some plugins are disabled by default that are available in
the "full" package.
See http://ckeditor.com/presets for a comparison of which
plugins are enabled as standard.
List of plugin names (separated by,)

bidi,colorbutton,ﬁnd,font,...

Wiki paragraph
formatting

Because the Wiki paragraph formatting feature is on, all
groups of non-blank lines are collected into paragraphs.
Lines can be of any length, and will be wrapped together
with the next line. Paragraphs are separated by blank
lines. Because the Wiki paragraph formatting feature is
oﬀ, each line will be presented as you write it. This means
that if you want paragraphs to be wrapped properly, a
paragraph should be all together on one line.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

...but still create
line breaks
within
paragraphs

When Wiki paragraph formatting is enabled, this option
creates line breaks within paragraphs.

Enabled

Ajax

Allows for eﬃcient retrieval and display of information
from the server, thus improving the user experience. This
feature is required for the interface for many features to
work.
 This feature is required for the interface for many
features to work properly.

Enabled

Ajax auto-save

Saves your edits as you write, enabling work to be
recovered after an "interruption". Also enables a "live"
preview and is required for WYSIWYG plugin processing.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Full Wysiwyg
editor

WYSIWYG is an acronym for What You See Is What You
Get. Uses CKEditor.

Disabled

Plugin WYSIWYG

Permits to have a WYSIWYG section for part of a page. 

Disabled

Full Wysiwyg
Editor is optional

If wysiwyg is optional, the wiki text editor is also
available. Otherwise only the Wysiwyg editor is used.
Switching between html and wiki formats can cause
problems for some pages.
 Switching between HTML and wiki formats can cause
problems for some pages.

Enabled

Full Wysiwyg
Editor is
displayed by
default

If both the Wysiwyg editor and the text editor is available,
the Wysiwyg editor is used by default, e.g when creating
new pages

Enabled

Reopen with the
same editor

Ensures the editor last used to edit a page or item is used
for the next edit as the default.

Enabled

Content is parsed
like wiki page

This allows a mixture of wiki and HTML. All wiki syntax is
parsed.

Enabled

Content is
partially wiki
parsed

This also allows a mixture of wiki and HTML. Only some
wiki syntax is parsed, such as plugins (not inline character
styles etc).
 Neglected. This feature can have unpredicable results
and may be removed in future versions. 

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Use Wiki syntax
in WYSIWYG

Allow to keep the wiki syntax with the WYSIWYG editor.
Sometimes also known as "Visual Wiki".
Using wiki syntax in wysiwyg mode will limit toolbar to
Wiki tools
 Existing wiki pages remain in HTML, unless they are
converted to non-WYSIWYG and back to WYSIWYG (one
by one). CKeditor oﬀers possibilities which may not be
expressible in Tiki syntax. See issue #6518 for example

Enabled

Inline Wysiwyg
editor

Seamless inline editing. Uses CKEditor4. Inline editing lets
the user edit pages without a context switch. The editor is
embedded in the wiki page. When used on pages in wiki
format, a conversion from HTML to Wiki format is required
 experimental 

Disabled

Full Wysiwyg
editor skin

 Moono (Default) | Kama

Moono (Default)

Font names

List of font names separated by;

sans serif;serif;monospace;...

Extra Plugins

As of Tiki 13 ckeditor uses the "standard" package which
has some plugins disabled by default that were available
in the "full" package.
See http://ckeditor.com/presets for a comparison of which
plugins are enabled as standard.
List of plugin names (separated by,)

bidi,colorbutton,ﬁnd,font,...

Wiki paragraph
formatting

Because the Wiki paragraph formatting feature is on, all
groups of non-blank lines are collected into paragraphs.
Lines can be of any length, and will be wrapped together
with the next line. Paragraphs are separated by blank
lines. Because the Wiki paragraph formatting feature is
oﬀ, each line will be presented as you write it. This means
that if you want paragraphs to be wrapped properly, a
paragraph should be all together on one line.

Enabled

...but still create
line breaks within
paragraphs

When Wiki paragraph formatting is enabled, this option
creates line breaks within paragraphs.

Enabled

Ajax

Ajax
 This feature is required for the interface for many
features to work properly.

Enabled

Ajax auto-save

Saves your edits as you go along enabling you to recover
your work after an "interruption". Also enables "Live"
preview and is required for wysiwyg plugin processing.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Full Wysiwyg
editor

WYSIWYG is an acronym for What You See Is What You
Get. Uses CKEditor.

Disabled

Plugin WYSIWYG

Permits to have a WYSIWYG section for part of a page. 

Disabled

Full Wysiwyg
Editor is optional

If wysiwyg is optional, the wiki text editor is also
available. Otherwise only the Wysiwyg editor is used.
Switching between html and wiki formats can cause
problems for some pages.
 Switching between HTML and wiki formats can cause
problems for some pages.

Enabled

Full Wysiwyg
Editor is
displayed by
default

If both the Wysiwyg editor and the text editor is available,
the Wysiwyg editor is used by default, e.g when creating
new pages

Enabled

Reopen with the
same editor

Ensures the editor last used to edit a page or item is used
for the next edit as the default.

Enabled

Content is parsed
like wiki page

This allows a mixture of wiki and HTML. All wiki syntax is
parsed.

Enabled

Content is
partially wiki
parsed

This also allows a mixture of wiki and HTML. Only some
wiki syntax is parsed, such as plugins (not inline character
styles etc).
 Neglected. This feature can have unpredicable results
and may be removed in future versions. 

Disabled

Use Wiki syntax
in WYSIWYG

Allow to keep the wiki syntax with the WYSIWYG editor.
Sometimes also known as "Visual Wiki".
Using wiki syntax in wysiwyg mode will limit toolbar to
Wiki tools
 Existing wiki pages remain in HTML, unless they are
converted to non-WYSIWYG and back to WYSIWYG (one
by one). CKeditor oﬀers possibilities which may not be
expressible in Tiki syntax. See issue #6518 for example

Enabled

Inline Wysiwyg
editor

Seamless inline editing. Uses CKEditor4. Inline editing lets
the user edit pages without a context switch. The editor is
embedded in the wiki page. When used on pages in wiki
format, a conversion from HTML to Wiki format is required
 experimental 

Disabled

Full Wysiwyg
editor skin

 Moono (Default) | Kama

Moono (Default)

Font names

List of font names separated by;

sans serif;serif;monospace;...

Option

Description

Default

Extra Plugins

As of Tiki 13 ckeditor uses the "standard" package which
has some plugins disabled by default that were available
in the "full" package.
See http://ckeditor.com/presets for a comparison of which
plugins are enabled as standard.
List of plugin names (separated by,)

bidi,colorbutton,ﬁnd,font,...

Wiki paragraph
formatting

Because the Wiki paragraph formatting feature is on, all
groups of non-blank lines are collected into paragraphs.
Lines can be of any length, and will be wrapped together
with the next line. Paragraphs are separated by blank
lines. Because the Wiki paragraph formatting feature is
oﬀ, each line will be presented as you write it. This means
that if you want paragraphs to be wrapped properly, a
paragraph should be all together on one line.

Enabled

...but still create
line breaks within
paragraphs

When Wiki paragraph formatting is enabled, this option
creates line breaks within paragraphs.

Enabled

Ajax

Ajax
 This feature is required for the interface for many
features to work properly.

Enabled

Ajax auto-save

Saves your edits as you go along enabling you to recover
your work after an "interruption". Also enables "Live"
preview and is required for wysiwyg plugin processing.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Full Wysiwyg
editor

WYSIWYG is an acronym for What You See Is What You
Get. Uses CKEditor.

Disabled

Plugin WYSIWYG

Permits to have a WYSIWYG section for part of a page. 

Disabled

Full Wysiwyg
Editor is optional

If wysiwyg is optional, the wiki text editor is also
available. Otherwise only the Wysiwyg editor is used.
Switching between html and wiki formats can cause
problems for some pages.
 Switching between HTML and wiki formats can cause
problems for some pages.

Enabled

Full Wysiwyg
Editor is
displayed by
default

If both the Wysiwyg editor and the text editor is available,
the Wysiwyg editor is used by default, e.g when creating
new pages

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Reopen with the
same editor

Ensures the editor last used to edit a page or item is used
for the next edit as the default.

Enabled

Content is parsed
like wiki page

This allows a mixture of wiki and HTML. All wiki syntax is
parsed.

Enabled

Content is
partially wiki
parsed

This also allows a mixture of wiki and HTML. Only some
wiki syntax is parsed, such as plugins (not inline character
styles etc).
 Neglected. This feature can have unpredicable results
and may be removed in future versions. 

Disabled

Use Wiki syntax
in WYSIWYG

Allow to keep the wiki syntax with the WYSIWYG editor.
Sometimes also known as "Visual Wiki".
Using wiki syntax in wysiwyg mode will limit toolbar to
Wiki tools
 Existing wiki pages remain in HTML, unless they are
converted to non-WYSIWYG and back to WYSIWYG (one
by one). CKeditor oﬀers possibilities which may not be
expressible in Tiki syntax. See issue #6518 for example

Enabled

Inline Wysiwyg
editor

Seamless inline editing. Uses CKEditor4. Inline editing lets
the user edit pages without a context switch. The editor is
embedded in the wiki page. When used on pages in wiki
format, a conversion from HTML to Wiki format is required
 experimental 

Disabled

Full Wysiwyg
editor skin

 Moono (Default) | Kama

Moono (Default)

Font names

List of font names separated by;

sans serif;serif;monospace;...

Extra Plugins

As of Tiki 13 ckeditor uses the "standard" package which
has some plugins disabled by default that were available
in the "full" package.
See http://ckeditor.com/presets for a comparison of which
plugins are enabled as standard.
List of plugin names (separated by,)

bidi,colorbutton,ﬁnd,font,...

Wiki paragraph
formatting

Because the Wiki paragraph formatting feature is on, all
groups of non-blank lines are collected into paragraphs.
Lines can be of any length, and will be wrapped together
with the next line. Paragraphs are separated by blank
lines. Because the Wiki paragraph formatting feature is
oﬀ, each line will be presented as you write it. This means
that if you want paragraphs to be wrapped properly, a
paragraph should be all together on one line.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

...but still create
line breaks within
paragraphs

When Wiki paragraph formatting is enabled, this option
creates line breaks within paragraphs.

Enabled

Ajax

Ajax
 This feature is required for the interface for many
features to work properly.

Enabled

Ajax auto-save

Saves your edits as you go along enabling you to recover
your work after an "interruption". Also enables "Live"
preview and is required for wysiwyg plugin processing.

Enabled

